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PREFACE 

The Regional Seas Procramme was initiated by UP in 1974. 	Since then the 
Governing Council of UtEP has reoeated.iy endorsed a rgicnal aporoacri to the control 
of marine pollution and the rrianagement Of marine and coastal resources anc nas 
requested the develoornnt of regional action plans. 

The Regional Seas Programme at present includes ten regions I and has over 120 
coastal States participating in it. It is conceivec as an action-oiented rograrame 
having concern not only For the consequences but also for the causes of environmental 
degradation and ericornoassirig a comprehensive woroach to co.mDat2.rc environmental 
problems through the management of aartne and coastal areas. Each regional action 
plan is formulated according to the needs of the region as perceived by the 
Governments concerned. It is designed to link assessment of the quality of the 
marine environment and the causes of its deterioration with activities for the 
management and development of the marine and coastal environment.. The action clans 
promote the parallel development of regional legal agreements ano of act.on-criented 
proar8ne activities. 

Four of the regions in the 'JNEP orogramme include in their geogrsohic scope 
coastal waters of the Indian Ocean or of the seas on it 1 s periphery. These are tne 
tast Africa, East Asian Seas. Kuwait Actian Plan Region and Red Sea and Gulf of Aden. 

The Dresent report was preoared with the aim of assessinQ the present level of 
pllutiori in the Indian Ocean and the extent of information available on the marine 
environment and pollution in the area. In addition to the States of the East African 
Region (Comcros, Kenya, Madagascar, Niauritius, Flozambique 1  Seychelles, Somalia and 
the United Republic of Tanzania), the study covers Bangiadesh, Burma, India, Pakistan 
and Sri Lanka. In its preoarati.on, information was obtained from most of the marine 
institutes of the States mentioned above. In addition, many useful documents were 
made availacle by the Llrary of the Oceancgraohic Museum at 1onacO and the Library 
of the Marine Biological Association of the United Kingdom in Plymouth. Tie 
assistance and co-operation received from these institutes as well as from 
Governments and University sources is gratefully aknowledged. 

I 'lediterranean, kuwait Action Plan Region, 4est and Central Africa, 	iider 
Caribbean, East sian Seas. Soutn-East Pacific, Soutn-Jest Pacific, Red Sa and 
Gulf of Acen, East. Africa and South-West Atlantic. 
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PART I 

THE MAF!NE ENVIRCMENT 

1.0 	INTRODUCTION 

- 	 This report attempts to 	provide 	a 	aeneral 	idea 	of 	the sources, 
levels and effects of marine pol 1 utante in the Indian Ocean as well as the existence 

-  and extent of marine pollution monitoring systems at present available in the 
area. It is intended to serve as a source document for eventual programes 
relating to pollution monitoring and its cambatting in the Indian Ocean Area. 

This paper has been divided into two parts. 	Part 	one deals with 	the 
introduction 	and 	description 	of the 	area. It provides information on the 
physiography of the region which covers the physical aspects of the ocean such 
as current systems and water-mass movements; 	the 	geological 	features 	of the 
ocean 	bed; 	and 	the meteorology related to the area. Marine chemistry, marine 
biology and fisheries of the area are also included. 

Part two deals with the pol)ution problems of the 	area 	and covers 
industria 1 	po!ution, 	pollution from municipal and domestic sources, 	oil 
cojitaminacion, 	radioactive 	pollution 	and 	pollution re!ated to agricultural 
activites. 

The information in this overview has been obtained 	from papers 2nd 
documents provided from several research centres located in the countries bordering 
the Indian Ocean as well as from the references listed in the bibliography. 

2.0 	DEFINITION OF THE REGION 

For the purpose of this report, the Indian Ocean 	has been defined as 
Follows Western Boundary, 310E and to the southern border of Mozambique; Eastern 
Boundary, 112 0E (th the western coast of Australia); Southern Boundary, 30 11 S, from 
Durban on the South African Coast to Green Horn on the Wsc Australian Ocast. The 
two major basins included within these limits are the Bay of Bengal and the 
arabian Sea. The area covered by these bound2ries is of the order of 70 million 
square kilometres and the average depth of the ocean is 380C metres. Seas opening 
into and forming a part of the Ocean but not treated specifically are, the Persian 
Gulf, the Red Sea, the Gulf of Oman. the Gulf of Aden, the Timer Se2 and the Malacca 

Straits (see fig. 1). 

Countries having borders on the area 	under 	survey are Mozambiaue, 
Tanzania, Kenya, Somalia, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and Burma. Islands within the 
area 	are Madagascar, 	Sri Lanka, the Seychelles, Mauritius, the Comoro Islands 
and the Maldives as well as the territorial islands (see fig. 2). Despite the 
aforementioned boundaries, the oceanography studied will cover the whole area of the 
Indian Ocean so as to facilitate the presentatation of features such as currents 
and water mass movement and hence the southern boundary will extend to Pntarctica. 
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3 . C. 	PHY5IOGRFHY OF 71HE IND!M4 CCEN EfiSIN 

3.1 	Introduction 

The Indian Ocean is the smallest or the three major OC92r.s.  :t has unique 
features in it's dynamic oceenography, meteorology and geology. There is an overall 
negative water baLance in the Thdian Ocean. The Bay of enqal, an its own, has 
a positive water balance due to the inout by precipitation and run-off exceeding 
evaooration. The dynamic aceanogrphy is influenced to a creat extent by the 
meteorology especil1y in the Northern Hemisphere. These inter-related 
ffect5 give rse to the Seasonal monsoons and moriscarial currents. 

Li 	The Current Systems 

3.2.1 	Surface Currents 

The current system in the Southern Hemisphere of the Indian Ocean does not 
change mi.c1, from season to season and is dominated by the South Equatorial Current 
and Westwind Drift (see fig. 3). There is a Large ariticyc!criic gyrs, the 
southerrt?-mcst part of whjch is the Wes-twind Drift lying between 3ES and 5CS with a 
width of 2CC-2C nautical sues. It can reach a speed of ZC-30 NH per day near 
the 1(erue1eri Islands, is normally deceridant an the wind and Ls seasonally 
and 	regionaLly varjble 	In winter it turns north before .ustralia and joins the  
current ccminc From the Pacific via Southern Aust:.1ia. In summer it joins 	the 
south-bound 	ci.Jrrent west of Australia and flows to the Pac.fjc via the southern 
ocean. 

- The West Australia Current reacNes 10-15 NM per day north of Equatorial 
Current at Z3S due to the effect of the Southeast Trade wjnd!. In the southern 
stier the flow becomes eastward and shifts southeast. The current is 
reinforced in c.'e winter by a flow From the Pacific via the 1r2 furs Sea and reaches 
up to a 1 knot velocity. It divides into three branches before Hadagascar; an 
brrtet flow5 northward around the Island at 50-60 11,41 1H per d2y and then turns east, 
the second branch runs north and the third turns south and becomes the Mczambique 
and lacer the Aguihas Current. 

In the Northern Hemisphere, currents are 	greatly influenced by t h e 
monsoons which give rise to the Southwest and Northeast onsoon Drifts. North of 
letitude 1C!, surface currents vary with seasons. During the Northeast Honsocn, 
the weiI-developed Nürtheazt Monscon Drift or North Eouatoriai Current, Pows west 
and southwest. In February, the southern boundary shifts 5-7 1  south and tutne 
north in March disappearing as the SCLthWeSt Hcrsccn Drift becins. The narrow 

u2toria1 Counter Current sets in as a result of the southwst fowtng 
cmali Current and a northward flow from Cape Delgado. In November, it 

reaches speeds of 40 NPJ per day and in February, also shifts scuth, then back north 
and disappears. 

As the Southwest 1'lonsoort becins, the Southwest Monsoon 	Drift appears 	and 
flows eastward south of India, reaching up to 3 icnots south of Sri Lanka. It's 
branches flow clockwise in the Arabian Sea and the Say of Feng2l. The scetheast 
flow reaches 10-42 NM per day off the west coast of India. The East african Coastal 
Current reaches speeds OF 7 MM per day and its sinking, due to changes in density 
causes the strong Ras aun upweiiirig between 4 11N and 11 0N along the Somali Coast. 
In the North, this upwell!ng of cooler water Is terminated by a flow of warm 
water from the Gulf of Aden. 
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Important local currents 	are the 	Mozambique 	Current, 	the Aqulhas 
Current, the Equatorial Current, the Somali Current and the West Australian Current. 

3.2.2 	Sub-surFace Currents 

Subsurface current measurements show that, at a depth of 15m, the pattern 
does not change much except for the EQU2tDrial Couiter Current which starts at 
600 E and is narrower and more southerly than at the surface. At a depth of 2CC rn, 
currents south of 5°N are reversed under the North and South Equatorial Currents 
and under the Countercurrent e2St of 70 0 E. At a depth of 5CC m, between 5 0 N and 
10 0 5, currents are eastward with a clockwise gyre around a centre at 5 0 S and 6CE. 

At a depth of 15CC m, an anticyclonic qyre is formed by a broad eastward 
flow south of 12°S which merges with a southerly current at 20 1 E and then turns 
north at 95 0E to eventually degenerate into smaller eddies. A slower branch flows 
south at 700 0 t and 20-25 0S. At a depth of 2COC m, the same current, between 
15°E and 37 0E, is slower and a branch flows northward at 65 0 E. A current from the 
Bay of Bengal meets a flow from the east at the equator and turns northward to the 
Red Sea. At a depth of 3CCC m, there is an eastward flow between 20 0E and 2310E and 
a cyclonic gyre appears between 25- 0E and 5e-75 0E. 

The Scripps 	Institute of Oceanography made some direct current 
measurements from I°N to 2 0 S in 2uly-September 1962 and February-March 1963 as 
shown in table 1. The undercurrent was stable for several weeks as measurements over 
a further 3 weeks proved. 

At the equator, between 79 0E and 92 0E, the thernocline thickness was 
at a maximum as shown by measurements of the distance between the 15°C and 25°C 
isotherms. High salinity and low oxygen were noted at the point of maximum 
eastward flow. 

Water Masses 

There are 3 major water masses in the Indian Ocean: the Indian 	Ocean 
Central Water (IOCW), Equatorial Water (TOEW) and Deep Water (TOOW) and two 
transition types the Antarctic Intermediate Water (.AIW) and the Red Sea Water. 
The IOCW lies between 35-40 0 S and 15-2C°S and is formed by sinking at the subtropical 
convergence. The salinity ranges of the lOE'r are larger than those of the TCCW due 
to mixing of the high salinity Red Sea Water 	and 	the 	1 ow sal.nity coastal 
water. 

The subantarctic water (S'N) is a 	low salinity 	water mass formed by 
mixing and vertical ciculation between the subtropical and Antarctic convergences 
and is distinct from the AIW which originates with a salinity of •'.EC ppt and sits 
along a well defined belt around the Antarctic Continent. After sinking, the SW 
spreads north to mix with waters above and below it and forms a minimum salinity 
water mass, with low temperatures arid high oxygen content, at a depth of 200-700 in 
between the Antarctic and subtropical convergences. Iorth of the latter 
convergence, it sinks to a depth of CC-15C0 m, then 	rises 	to 	a depth of 
500-9CC in near lO°S where salinity increases. West of Australia, it spreads 
northeast between 1CC-110 0 E until 15 1S at a depth of 6C0 m and northwest 9C-100°E 
until 12S at a depth of 5CC-6CC m, probably as a result of separation around the 
submarine ridge 
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Currt measuzemencs 

(by Sc:ips Inst:ute OL Oceriogrhv) 

LkTITUDE 1 	MONTH 
	

FLOW DIRECTION 

79°E 	Seotemer 	O cn/ec 	eastward Olatitude 

Septern.ber 	50 cm/sec 	eastward O  latitude 

90E 	Ari1 
	

80 cm/sec 	westward 0 	10C m deep 

 

March 

May 

August 

August 

38 cm/sec 

57 cit/sec 
00 latitude 

53E 

62E 

 

no current,, westward flow 
rneridonial 	- 

no current, westward flow 
meridonial 

85'E 	February 	S cm/sec 	eastward flow 

Fro.: The Ency1cpaedia of 0ceancgrapiy 
R. W. FIRSRXDCE 	(1966) 



From the Barida Sea comes the low salinity Banda 	Intermediate Water (81W) 
which spreads west, south of Indonesia, and southwest off Australia below the AIW at 
depths of 1000-1400 in. The high salinity Northwest Indian Intermediate Water 
(NI!W) lies above the 81W, 10-2C5 and 700-1000 m deep and mixes with the AIW. 
Highly saline waters originate From 5 areas and are shown in table 2. 

Within the three major water masses of the Indian 	Ocean 	are found 	five 
smaller deep water masses. These are the Circumpolar Deep Water (CPDW) from the South 
Attaritic Ocean, the Antarctic Bottom Water (ABW) from the Antarctic 
continental si.cpe, the North Indian Deep Water (NIDW), the North Indian Bottom Water 
(N!BW) and the South Indian Deep Water (S1DW). The CPDW flows eastward between 
65-35 05 and is fairly warm. It enters the Indian Ocean at 35 05 and 2C'E below 2000 m 
depth and reaches 28-22 05 and C-45 0E. It meets the SIDW at 7 5 1S nd moves south. 
The latter forms at 	lC16 05 at 	a depth of 15CC-500 m from the NWW, 
Subantarctic Intermediate Water (51W) and PEW and predominates east of 115 0E. The 
NIDW forms in the Arabian Sea From the highly saline Red Sea waters and 
moves east and southeast. Although the temperatures decrease the salinity does not 
change much and the water thus sinks to a depth of 2000-2500 m north of the equator. 
Between 10 0S and 16 0S it mixes with the 51W and A8W and is transfered into the SWW. 

The ASW forms through mixing with the P5W and CPW. The west half of the 
Indian Ocean is dominated by water from the Weddell Sea while the east half receives 
those from east of 9C°. Shelf water forms bottom water when the density is 
greater than 27.e7 /cm with temperatures of -i.e - 1.9°C and a salinity areater 
than 34.5B ppt which occurs during ice formation (1.5 - 2.5 a thick). In winter, the 
bottom water lies at a depth of 500-80C a, 66-80 NH from the shelf and 3000-35CC 
a deep north of the Antarctic zone. In the sumer, it sinks to a depth of 12CC a 
near the shelf and-__becames the _NI-between 16 05 and 1005  where its 
characteristics change.. Figures 4 a, b and c show the vertical and horizontal 
positi.on of some of the water masses whilst table 3 gives some of their 
characteristics. 

3.4 	Tides 

The tides are both diurnal and semi-diurnal with the former dominating on 
the west coast of Australia and southern java and the latter concentrating on the 
east coast of Africa. When disturbances due to shelf are neglected, variation in 
phase of semi-diurnal tides are very small. The mean range of spring tides along 
the northern coast of the Arabian Sea is 2.5 a at Aden, 5.7 a at Bombay and 1.1 a 
at Cachin. On the west coast of the 8ay of Bengal and on the east coast of Sri 
Lanka, the mean spring tide range is about 1 a bu the north and east coasts have 
4.5-5.2 m ranaes due to shallow depths. The Rancoon spring tides exceed 7 rn. 
In the Mozambique Channel, values of 3-4 a are recorded and From 6-12 m along the 
northwest coast of Australia. 

3.5 	Waves 

In winter, in the Northern hemisphere, the Northeast 	Monsoon only causes 
small waves below 1 a but in summer, especially from )une to Pugust, the Southwest 
Monsoon generates waves higher than 2 a. Over the Kerguelen Islands these have been 
seen to reach 15 m heights with wavelengths of 250 a. Swells of 7.5 a 	in 	height, 
341.7 	m 	in length and 14.5 seconds in periodicity have been recorded in the 
southeastern parts. 
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Fres 4 	: 	\ater lass Character.st.cs, indian Ocear. 
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\ 	\ cs u O<X_AA TE 	J 
" 	'ç 1 ,TC 	I.sraJ 

Fig. 4 (a) ApproxImate boundaries of indian OczJfl 
wau roasac5 (Sverdrup er (_ 1942). (By permission of 
PrcnLic-Hafl. NJ) 

4QTl TTM 
 

1.aj.jwiry ... 

INDIAN OCEAN 

TT1 	- 
- 	- 	 AIrrAT C1T w 

Fig 4 (b). TmperLu 	nd sm 1irmy of 1ndiin Ocn 
waler mziea (5rdrup et ül., 1942). (By prmisaion of 
Preniice-HiIi. NJ.) 

a-c. 
4111 	Abw zry VW 	01jr 

or 	At 551 ra ff 	AMP - 

r 	fir (YL.  
M 	NI&j -- 	a 

ig4c 'enicaI disiributon o1waer maae along the Davia Sea-Cape Cuardaf'ii profile (Oh. May 12-Junc 8. 
96; ivannkov and Gubin, 1960). 

From The Encyclopaedia of Oceanography 
R. W. FAIBRIDGE 	(1966) 
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3.6 	Salinity 

Maximum salinity values occur west of Australia and in the Prabian 	Sea. 
Low salinities are recorded in the eastern side of the eQuatorial zone at the 
transition between the Southwest Trade Winds and the monsoon, and extend south to 
1C°S (see fig. 5 a & b). In the northern ocean the salinity values vary seasonally. 
In the summer it is very low in the Bay of Bengal and very hiah in the Arabian 
Sea. Low salinity is due to the heavy fresh water run-off mainly via the Ganges, 
Bramaputra and irrawaddy Rivers. The rise in salinity in winter is due, in part, 
to the dry season and in part to the upwelling of high salinity water in 
the western Bay of Bengal which then follows a northerly flow. 

3.7 	Density 

Density values correspond to salinity and temperature and show a 7  low 
density area between 0 0  and 2C°S (23g/cni) and off Java and Sumatra (21.5 g/cm). In 
the outhern Hemisphere, summer surface densjty values decrease northwards from 27 
g/cn at latitudes 5t5405  to 23 g/cm" at 17 15. With the advent of summer, 
density values in theNcrthern Hemisphere are from 22ifcm in the southern part 
to qelow 19 g/cin' in the north-western part of the Bay of Bengal and above 24 
g/an' in the Arabian Sea. Figure 6 shows some density values for the Indian Ocean. 

Temperature 

• 	The western half of the ocean is warmer than the eastern half at the same 
latitude due to the ocean circulation pattern. In February, the Southern 
Hemisphere is in summer and temperatures above 29°C are recorded off Australia. 
Isotherms ri from WSW to ENE turning southeast when they are between 25°C and 
27°C. Between 4C°5 and 5C°5 a 12°C difference is noted and is a result of the 
transition zone between middle latitude water and polar water. With the change of 
monsoon seasons, temperatures above 29°C are seen in most parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere in May. By August, these teraperaturs have dropped again and, as a 
result of the upwelling caus by the Southwest Honsoon off Soma!ia, values below 
25°C are noted between the Somali Coast and the southeast cOast of Arabia. In 
November, the surface temperature is near the annual mean and north of 1C°S the 
range is between 27°C and 27.7°C only. 

3.9 	Pressure 

The pressure values of the sea 	surface 	increase 	as one progresses 
eastward. 	Figure 7 shows the dynamic topography at the ocean surface. 

3.10 	Climatology 

The climate in the Indian Ocean Area 	is 	influenced 	by and influences 
both the land and water and is characterized by its monsoon seasons. The 
meteorological and thermal equator over, the Indian Ocean lies slightly south of 
the geographic one in January and north of it, on the Asiatic Continent, in 
July. This divides the Northern and southern Hemispheres into distinct 
meteorological provinces. The winds in this area undergo a complete shift between 
January and July resulting in the Northeast Monsoon in the former and the Southwest 
Pnsoon in the latter (see fjs. 8 a & b. This annual cycle is dominted by the 
heating and cooling of the Asiatic Continent. A low pressure area over the 
Persian GUlF during the summer causes wind systems over the North Indian Ocean 
to blow from the southwest whereas in winter, the northeast wind comes From the 
high pressure zone over the Tibetan Plateau. Pressure and temperature patterns over 
the area under survey can be seen in figures 9 a and b. 
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The moderating efFect of the ocean results in little change of pressure 
and wind between 	anuary and july in the middle and high latitudes of the Southern 
Hemisphere. Storm winds, above 7 on the Beaufort scale, are 	dominant in the 
northern summer leaving a cairn zone between 1 0 5 and 7 0 N west of 7°E. The northern 
winter is calm with an occasional tropical cyclone around 1O°S and e5 0 E-95 0 E 
arising between November and Ppril. In the Southern Hemisphere, southwart from 
15 05, storm winds are seen more frequently. 

	

Cloud cover is highest during the Southwest 	Monsoon in the Northern 
Hemisphere but although this clears during the Northeast Monsoon, the Southern 
Hemisphere remains overcast throughout the year. Sea fog is frequent during the 
summer off the coast of Somalia and south of the Arabian Peninsula. This 
condensation is due to cooling of air temperatures by the lower seawater temperature 
and 	is stimulated by dust coming from inland,deserts. The dust loading over the 
Northern Indian Ocean averages 1.2 microgram per rn of air. The Northeast 	Monsoon 
transports dust from the Rajostha desert region at one order of maanitude greater 
than those of the Southwest Monsoon over th open ocean areas. The southern 
Indian Ocean averages 0.68 micrograms per m of air with values in the East being 
higher due to the influence of the Arabian deserts. 

The total annual precipitation is high, more than COC mm in the central 
equatorial belt and more than ICCO rrmn in the western zone of the Southern 
Hemisphere. Between 2CDS  and 5 05, up to a northern boundary of 12°S-15 05 and 
particularly 	off 	the 	west 	coast 	of .ustralia, it is fairly dry with 
precipitation below 5CC rn. The equatorial wet zone, lying between the 
equator and 105 From the Sunda Sea to the Seychelles, is a result of the boundary 
area between the northern nd_.so.uLbern wind syztein.s.. Ihe eastern part of the Bay of 
Bengal, paricularly off Malaysia, has a high precipitation in contrast to the 
west side of the Arabian Sea which is very dry. Maximum rainfall in the 
wet areas occurs IC°S to 259 between December and February and from 5 0N to 10 10 5 
between March and April. These maxima occur during the northern suirmier in the 
western side of the Bay of Bengal whereas there is heavy precipitation during most 
months in the wettest area between 5°N and 109, east and west of Sumatra. 

In winter s  when the sun's altitude is highest in the Southern Hemisphere, 
heat is provided in all but 2the northern-most parts of the ocean. The maximum 
heat gain reaches 12 kcl/cm per month in the 4C°S area, decreases to the north and 
is zero around lC°5 in the south eauatorial cur9nt where evaporation is 
strongest. Tt then increases again to reach a  kcal/em per month at 2 505 
becoming negative north of 4°N and reaching a maximum heat loss of 6 kcal/cm per 
month at 2C°N. The evaporation at the South Equatorial Current caused by the 
Southwest Hansoon becomes more conspicuous in E'ebruary causing a heat loss zone at 
its western side while the maximum heat gain zone shifts south by 4' latitude. 
In the north, the heat loss area occurs only in a small area of the northern part of 
the Bay of Bengal. 

In April, the heat loss maximum lies over the Pgulhas Current and covers the 
Southern Hemisphere, while areas of heat gain occur north of IC°N. The heat 
gain area reduces further to the northern parts of the Arabian Sea and the Bay of 
Bengal whilst heat loss reaches a maximum of 12-14 kcal/cm per month 
between Java and Madagascar. The heat gain area north of the equator starts 
increasing again in August whilst the area of large heat loss lies southwest of 
India. Maximum heat loss in the Southern Hemisphere occurs at aout 225 but does 
not reach ava. In October heat gain reaches -lC kcal/cm per month south of 
4005 and patches of heat loss appear over the South Equatorial Current. 
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On an annual basis, the strongest heat loss area occurs 	over the 	South 
Equatorial current between Madagascar and java and the .guihas Current south of 
.fr±cs. Maximum heat gain lies around 45 0S and a zone of weak heat gain is seen 
between ranzania and Sumatra. Th the Bay of Bengal and 4rbian Sea the southern parts 
show Little heat lass whilst the northern parts have Large heat gain. 
Differences between the annual heat balance are accounted For by horizontal 	heat 
transport 	by 	the ocean currents. This heat flux apocars as a change in surface 
temperature with a delay of about . 2 nonths and effects the layers 	above 	the 
thermocline, below which seasonal changes in tenpersture are negligible. 

.Ll 	Geology 

The tndian Ocean is the smallest of the 	three great oceans 	and 
geologically speaking the youngest. It has existed since Permian times (late 
Ps1eozoi) when Cor,dwanaland, the land mass Formed by Africa, India, ustralia 
and Antarctica, was thought to have broken up as a result of continental drift (see 
fig. 10). 

The bed of the Ir!diaa Ocean has Five distinct featuresr 	the Continental 
Margirt, 	the -Ocean Basin Floor, the ?4tcr000ntirients, the Mid Oceanic Ridge and the 
Fracture Zones. 	- 

The continental she 7.ves range in width from a 	few hundred metres to 
more 	than ZCC knr, for example off Bombay.. umerous submarine canyons mark the 
continental sLope .notably near the Ganges and indus Rivers. 	Large sediment 
accumu1atins forming abyssal cones are 	also associated with these rivers. The- 
continental, rise averages a gradient of 1:0 at the base of the slopes to 1:100 at 
the abyssal plain boundaries and occasional sea mounts, sea knolls and canyons 
may be seen locally. 

The 3ava Trench bordering Sumatra and 3ava forms a boundary for the 
Indian Ocean between Burma and australia. The ocean basin floor is noticeable For 
it's abyssal plains. These flat surface5 have gradtents From 1:1CC-C to 1:7000 with 
occasionaL peaks, not exceeding 14 e, characteristically Lying an the seaward 
side. The plains are extensively weil-develced in the northern and southern parts of 
the indian Ccaart but are poorly developed off '1ustralia. 

Aseismic microconti.nents, running north-soi.rth, are a stridng Feature of the 
Indian Ocean and tend to be higher and more akin to sqare blocks with lower 
local relief, than the mid-oceanic ridges. N!otable among these, F:cm west to east 
are, the Mazambique Ridge, the Madagascar Ridge, the Mascarene Plateau, the 
Cliagos-Laccadive Plateau and the Ninetyeast Ridge - the Longest and straightest 
ridge yet discovered. In addition to these north-south running micrccontinents the 
sore east-west trending Eraken Ridge, Diamantine- Fracture Zone and Kerguelen 
Plateau may be seen.. 

The mountainous mid-oceanic ridge, lying in the center similar to an 
inverted Y, is the most conspicuous Feature of the tndian Ocean contrasting 
with the smooth continental rise and flat abyssal plains. 'starting From the 
Carlaberq Ridge in the arabian Sea it is thought to separate two distinct crustal 
regions. Along its axis is Pound a seismically active riFt valley which is 
cut by several fracture zones, of which, the most prominent are the Owen, 
Rodriguez, Malagasy and amsterdam Fractures with many smaller ones lying Fairly 
parallel to the Owen Fracture Zone. .reas of smooth swale topography are seen 
to contrast with the mid-oceanic ridge and are probably the result of a blanketing. 
effect by thick pelagic sediments. Major geological Features are seen in Pioure 
11. 
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F.gure 10 	Sketch 7-11ustraig the Theory 
of Cortiz.enta1 Drit 

.\ Sinus AuztraIi 
3 Sinus 3ora1is 

From: Tines Atlas of the tor1d 	1980 
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The pelagic sediments of the Indian Ocean floor are made up of red 	clay, 
which covers 25 of the total area ( fig. 12. Calcareous ooze covers 54' of 
the ocean floor and diatom ooze 2U of the area occuring in localized patches. 
Red clay is seen between 1C°N and 14C°S in the eastern ocean, away from islands and 
continents and right up to the continental rise of West Australia, owing to the 
semi-arid nature of this region. Towards the tropics the red clay merges with 
radiolarian ooze. Where the depths are not excessive in areas of warmth and high 

• productivity; between 20°N and 40 05, calcareous ooze mainly Clobigerina 
species is found with pteropod dominating in small patches off North Western 
Australia. Diatom ooze is seen mainly in the sub-polar region beyond 50 0 5. 

Terricenous sediments, mainly kaoLinite 	in 	the 	tropical areas, are 
found close to land. In the mid-ocean volcanic areas, lava and ash accumulations with 
occasional fine tuffs and pelagic oozes are found. The zeolinite mineral, 
philippaite, is characteristic near marginal volcanic zones. Coral limestones are 
seen occasionally. Near the circumpolar belts, melting of ice floes and 
icebergs provides fine and coarse tillite sediments up to 50C km north of 
Antarctica although deposits have been seen as far as 30CC km north of the 
continent. In the western Indian Ocean, 15 0N to 2005, coral reefs and biotheriiial 
facies are seen. These are not associated with submerged volcanic cones but 
with microcoritirient type mid-oceanic submarine plateaus. In the northern part of 
the Indian Ocean, transport of sediments occurs by turbidity currents, volcanic 
action and submarine slumping. 

- 	4.0 	MARINE CHOIISTRY 

Oxygen content is usually large at the surface and 	increases with 
decreasing temperature and hence the surface layer of the Antarctic region is 
richest in oxygen with values above 7.5 mi/I. The northern Indian Ocean has 
low oxygen values which can reach as little as < 0.05 mi/I. 

This oxygen rich water is carried north by the 	Subtropical Subsurface 
Water, the Intermediate Pntarctic Water and the Antarctic Bottom Water. In the South 
Equatorial Current the oxygen content of the 100-300 m layer is less than 2.5 mi/i 
due to the stability of the surface which prevents oxygen exchange at the sea-air 
interface as it has no contact with the atmosphere. The North Indian Deep Water is 
poor in oxygen and forms an oxycen minimum layer between the oxygen rich bottom and 
intermediate water masses down to 40 0 5 

Biological Oxygen Consumption rates estimated in different areas of the 
Indian Ocean show the center of the North Indian Deep Water, from 600_ 1 200 m, to 
have the hihet consumption rate at 1.5-2.0 mi/L The biological oxygen 
consumption rates of all equatorial regions, 100-3CC m deep, the antarctic 
5helf, 0-400 m deep, and the North Indian eottcm Water more than 20CC m deep 
were valued at 1.5 mI/i, 0.37 mi/I and 0.04 nil/i respectively. 

pH distribution determination was carried out for some regions as seen 
in thble 4. The Antarctic Surface Water shows a low p1-i due to cessation of 
photosynthesis in the early winter (May). pH values of the subsurface and 
intermediate waters depend on the rate of oxidation and the supply of carbon 
dioxide-rich waters. Deep water pH values are affected by the dissolution of 
carbonates as well as oxidation which causes some differences in vertical 
gradients of oxygen and p11. Due to oxidation of organic matter the North indian 
Deep Water has a pH minimum which coincides with the oxygen minimum. 
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sharp increases in phosphates from the surface to 1CC m in the equatorial 
water are due to the general upwelling in the area. The highest values found in the 
North Indian Deep Water are an ef'fect of mixing with phytoplankton-rich intermediate 
waters which originate from the Red Sea Water. 

Although the Antarctic zone is rich in silicate 	consuming diatoms, the 
silicate values for the area are high due to mixing with deep water whereas nort 
of the subtropical convergence uniformly poor silicate values of 5-10 mc 	at/m 
are 	due 	to 	stable stratification preventing mixing with deep water. 

In the Antarctic zone, nitrites are found only in summer in the 	C-25 	m 
layer where intense decomposition of unstable organic matter occurs. The maximum 
value 	in 	the 	upper 	laye 
Subantarctic zone was found to be 
convergence in the southern 
Water but values of 10-10.5 mg/rn 3  

of 	the 3  sub-tropical 	convergence 	in 	the 
6-10 mg at/rn . No nitrite is found north of this 
winter and none is present in the North Equatorial 
are seen in the pycnocline. 

Nitrate maxima of 110-220 mg/rn 3  are found 	in 	he 	Antarctic and 
Subantarctic zones with an overall maximum value of 320 mg/rn at 125 in he North 
Indian Deep Water. The Cirrumpalar Current has values of 200-210 mg/m whi1t 
the Subtropical Convergence shows no evidence of nitrate presence. 

Organic phosphorous values averaging C.20-C.30 mg at/l were found on the 
southern boundary of the South Equatorial Current, the Equatorial Divergence and the 
boundary between the Countercurrent and the North Equatorial Current. Maxima in the 
vertical profiles lay at 100C m probably as a result of the salinity minimum of the 
Antarctic Intermediate Water. Conditions of some waters of the tndian Ocean may be 
seen in table 4 and figs. 13 a and b. 

5.0 	MARINE BIOLOGY 

5.1 	Introduction 

Most of the work carried out an the biology of the Indian Ocean has been 
done in connection with the results obtained from the International Indian Ocean 
Expedition which becan in 1959. The area contains both tropical and temperate 
marine life r  the majority of which is concentrated around the coastal reaions. 
The tropical Indian Ocean is considered the richest in shallow tropical marine 
fauna. The least productive of the ocean areas is the south central indian Ocean 
which is oligotrophic as compared to the rest o f the ocean area which is fairly 
eutrophic. The Indian Ocean has a lower biological productivity than the Pacific 
or Atlantic Oceans due, in pert, to its relatively smaller continental shelf area. 
The shetves off India, Sri Lanka and Pakistan are prominent on the western coast 
wherees the eastern coasts and East Africa have narrow shelves fringed with 
mangroves and coral reefs. The region of maximum biological use to man is found 
in the continental shelf area. The islands have volcanic and coral type reefs. 

The Arabian Sea has the potential of being an exceptionally fertile 	area, 
especially during the 	southwest momsoon, due to upwelling induced by wind 
stress. In the Ras Hafun area, upwelling results in water rich in nutrients with 
temperatures well below 20°C but lacking in the fertillty apparent in more stable 
upwelling areas. Turbulence results in replenishement of nutrients and waters rich 
in plankton. Some regions of the Arabian Sea are very fertile due to the discharge 
from rivers, for example at the mouth of the Indus, as well as from upwelling. High 
concentrations of 	phosphates 	are 	recorded here and large precipitation 
accumulations may be found. 
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The effect of river discharge is also important in the Bay of eengal for 
example, there is a high inflow of mud from the Ganges river. The discharge 
from the turbid rivers is picked up by the Northeast Monsoon Current and taken 
along the East Coast during the Northeast !onsoon. The Southwest Monsoon, with 
its heavy rains, causes an increased flow of fresh water from the rivers with 
an increased sediment load entering the water. increased sediment reduces 
light penetration qnd transparancy and results in a decrease of plankton as measured 
in dry weight per m. The sharply stratified low saLinity at the surface, due to 
high fresh water from the Ganges and Irrawaddy rivers, is the cause for the 
relatively poorer fertility seen in the Bay of Bengal as compared to the Arabian 
Sea. 

Gentle downwelling in parts of the East Pfrican Coast around Kenya 	and 
Tanzania 	prevents nutrient enrichment of surface waters. The coastal areas off 
Tanzania and Kenya are, therefore, less productive than the coastal areas of the 
rest of the Indian Ocean. 

5.2 	Bacteria 

The microbial distribution in the Indian 	Ocean 	is 	cicsely linked 	to 
that of the primary productivity. The microbiomass is greeter near the Equator 
away from the African Coast. It is also greater in the northern parts of the 
Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea and off the Indian Coast at Goa. 

Detritus is found in large quantities near the coast 	and 	is..especially 
abundant near the river mouths due to run-off. The increased-quatity_of 
organic matter accounts for the Nigh bacterial counts found in the northwestern 
parts of the Arabian Sea. These bacteria are mainly proteolytic types with about 10%. 
being of the lininescent variety. 

5.3 	Primary Productivity/Phytoplankton 

Although primary productivity is measured as a rate of energy storage, and 
standing crop as energy present at any given time, the two may be compared to 
Obtain a general view of primary production. Primary production values can 
indicate the fertility of various regions of the ocean and the variations in 
productivity with season. In general in the northern Indian Ocean, the Southwest 
Monsoon period is more productive than the Northeast Monsoon period. In the Northern 
Hemisphere, for exanple off the Eat 2  Coast of Somalia during the 5outhwest 
Mons9on, 	production is 1.0 gC/rn /day and in the Northeast Monsoon it is O. 
gC/m /day. Further south, few values are noted. Measurements of chlorophyll 
'a' ccncentçations of the standing crop show the northwest Arabian Sea to be fertile 
(> 0.5 mg/m') but the rest, again, is not so fertile. Tables 5 a & b 
show primary productivity ranges for various types of waters. The tertiary 
production shows a similar pattern to the primary with 2-4 million tonnes C wet 
weight per 50  square during the Southwest Monsoon period and 1-2 million tonnes wet 
weight per 5 0  square during the Northeast Monsoon period. 

Trichodesmium erythraeun is a blue-green alga endemic to the Indian Ocean 
and often causes blooms where nutrient-rich waters are found. Some Indian Ocean 
blue-green counts are recorded in table 6. spatial distrthuticn of some 
phytoplankton are seen in table 7. 
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Table 5 b : 	Prrnarv Productv1ty (gCron/rn 2 /day 

AREA SOUTHWEST NORTHEAST 

ARABIAN UPWELLING 1.16 0.23 

ARABIAN SEA 0.76 0.12 

JAVAN UPWELLING 0.55 0.28 

EAST TROPICAL OCEAN 0.70 0.26 

EQUATORIAL REGION 0.40 0.15 

EAST AFRICA & MOZANBIQUE 0.83 0.42 

BAY OF BENGAL not sampled 0.4-1.1 

From: Production in the Indian Ocean and the Transfer 

from the Primary to the Secondary Level 

Z. H. CUSHING 	(1973) 

Table 6 : Blue-Green Algal Counts 

AREA NUMBERS 

ANTARCTIC GYRE & 1000 - 100,000 cells per liter 
WESTWIND DRIFT 

ARABIAN COAST UPWELLING- more than 100,000 
SOUTHWEST INDIA more than 100,000 
ARAB IAN SEA app. 10,000 

EQUATORIAL CURRENT app. 10,000 

SOUTHERN TROPICAL GYRE less than 5,000 

BAY OF BENGAL less than 5,000 

From: Primary Production in the Indian Ocean 

J. KREY 	(1973) 
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Table 3 : 	Counts or Total Abundance and Percencaçe of 
Chaetognath 5pec.iesfud iu the Arabian Sea 

Scecies Total 	bu.ndarice Perceritge 

Euicronnia 7 negligeable 

:<rohnitta 14.627 1.3 	% 

Plerosagitta 48,319 5.1 

Sagitta 971131 93.6 

From: Chaetog -iaths of the Arabian Sea 
V. R. HAIR & T. S. S. RAQ 	(1973) 
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5.4 	Zoopankton 

The copepod populations follow a trend of 	increased numbers in 	the 
northwestern 	regions. 	They 	are associated with productive waters. Amphipods are 
found in large numbers in the southern central and central Arabian Sea. Fair 
numbers are seen in the east and west southern Indian Ocean in the equatorial zone. 
The Somali and Arabian coasts have a high density of amphipods and the Say of 
Bengal has a high concentration in its northern part. Increased numbers are 
noticed in upwelling regions, in area5 of river drainage and at night due to 
vertical 	migration. 	Euphausid concenratians elso follow a sirni'ir pa'rn. 
Zoopi*ton .ioluriss 7re highest in the Arabian Sea with va1us of 54.7 mi/rn . 
aeneral idea of the different species of chaetocnaths present is shown in table S. 

Detritus feeders are dominant nearest the surface followed by seston and 
predators. At a depth of 200 m seston feeders become dominant. 

14 species of l4ydromedusae have been recorded in the Arab tan Sea of which 
4 were also seen in the Bay of Bengal where they tolerate low salinity. Half of 
the species present there are neritic. Inshore and in upweiling areas, their numbers 
are low, the greatest numbers coming from the boundary zones and discontinuity 
layers and where there is a lare food supply. Some deep water species are also 
present. The dominant species Found are Agl aura hernistoma and Lyriope 
tetraphylla. These are warm water, holoplanktanic, oceanic, surface species. 

5.5 	Benthos 

Benthic biomass generally decreases with increasing depth. The abundance 
of benthic organisms is linked with the presence of food. Areas rich in detritus 
and phytoplankton are favourable to colonization by benthos as these regions 
are rich in nutrients. Phytaplankton numbers are at a minimum at the tropics with 
higher densities towards the two poles. The benthos is thus richer in the 
temperate regions near the coast. Some concentrations of benthic organisms 	are 
listed in table 9 and their spatial distribution is shown in figure 14. 

The major part of the benthos consists 	of polychaetes at depths. 
Crustacea 	and 	Tanaidacea are common in shallow regions and sponges are seen at 
great depths along with echinoderms. Molluscs are not very common. 

A few cumacea have been noted near the coasts of Gujarat 	and Southwest 
Indiz. 	The 	species 	recorded 	include 	Sympo dammatida, Bcdotriida spp. and 
Lerconida spp. Specimens of cumacea have also been seen in the 	nearshare 	waters 
off 	Pakistan, 	India and East Africa. 	Cumacea are usually rare in open waters 
and are present in waters of low oxygen content. Compulaspis spp. have been 	found 
at great depths off Madagascar. 

Rivers carry pollutants and detritus to the sea, sometimes in the form of 
nutrients. At the point where these rivers flow out nutrients enrich the 
waters and this often leads to some eutrophication. The effects of this river 
tflscharge and run-off on the fauna and flora is very localized. 

5.6 	Representative Bictopes 

The major ecmiogical systems present in the Indian Ocean are the coral reef, 
cora)-free/inter-reef areas, mangrove swamps and open ocean. The Somali upweiling 
area is sometimes taken as a separate ecosystem. The two major nearshore biotapes are 
the coral reef areas and the mangrove swamps. 
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5.6.1 	Coral Reefs 

One of the main facU of marine life in the trcpics is 	the coral 	reef 
which extend to a depth of approximately 15 in. The coral reef is made up of 
calcareous skeletons, living and dead, onto which coral polyps are attached. In the 
shallow regions of the coral reeFs (2-3 m deep), the substratum is made up of sand, 
coral and encrusting algae and colonized by angiosperms and turtle grass. The 
2C°C isotherm is a rough indication of the lower limit of coralline growth. 
The numbers of coral genera present in certain designated areas is shown in 
table IC and the corresponding diversity contours are shown in fig. ). In 
Mozambique, most of the corals are found in the north From Preimeiras Islands 
to the Ravuma and are rich in neritic mollucan fauna. These areas support 
comercially important fish and crustacea. The shelf' region to a depth of 12C a 
has mainly coral rubble in it but some fauna is present.. 

5.6.2 Mangroves 

The estuarine regions of most 	rivers of the area have extensive 
mangrove growths. 	Mangrove vegetation extends along the coasts of Mozainbique. 
Tanzania, Kenya and the southern part of Somalia with some mangrove forests 
found in the Northern Madagascar Coast. In India, an area just under 7CC,CC0 hectares 
is covered with rnangroves. Rhizophara mucronata, Avicennia officinaiis, 
Sonneratia acida and Excoeccina aqallochra are the dominant species present. The 
mangrove area is economically important for firewood, tanin medicinal products, pulp 
and paper, timber and aquaculture. They are also important spawning, 	nursery 
and 	feeding grounds for commerciatly important fish and shellfish species. 
cysters, mangrove crab, mullet and penaid shrimp are found here. The inangroves 
have a distinct ecological character of their awn. lue to heavy demands an Land 
a large number of mangrove areas are being deforested. 	This activity combined 
with 	siltation is seriously affecting fisheries and environmental conditions 
in some of the areas of the region. 

6.0 	FISHERIES 

6.1 	Introduction 

The Indian Ocean contains between 3COO and 	40CC species of fish. The 
dugong or sea cow is an aquatic marr.rnal peculiar to tropical waters. The nuibers of 
these animals are an the decline as are those of the sea turtles. 

The western and eastern extremities are 	fairly distinct in species 
composition with the arabian Sea being slightly more productive thanthe 8ay 
of Bengal. Cue to areas rich in chlorophyll, nutrients, organic production and 
zaoplenktnn, biomess should sustain large stocks of fish. In the countries of 
the Indian Oceen, fish farms an important source of food. Fisheries contribute in a 
major way to the economy of the majority of these countries. Most fishing methods 
are fairly simple, and Fishing by large vessels using advanced technology is 
somewhat restricted to the foreign presence in the area. The main species of 
Fish found in the Indian Ocesn are listed in tables 12 and 13. The distribution of 
fish larvae in the Indian Ocean is shown in fig. 16. 

Comparing potential yield values estimated in 19 	with actual catches 
in 1979, the Indian Ccean area still appears to be underfished (see tab]es 14 3 
15). 	The main part of the catch usually consists of Clupeidae (herrirg, sardine) 
and Enqraulidae (anchovy) 36%, 	Followed by 	Serranidae 	(red 	Fish, 	basses) 
and Congridae (congers) 2a, crustacea - mainly shrimp 15%, Sccmbridae (tunas, 
baritos, skipjack) 14% with Scombridae (mackeral) and Istiapheridae (bilifish), 
amongst others, making up the remaining ll. 
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T1e 1 :Distribotion o f Reef Coral Ceiera 
lnd_~ an Ocean 	(nOs. of 9eflera) 

COUNTRY SURFACE 13-91 rr 91-146 146- 

MALIVES 59 49 

SEYcHELLZS 53 27 

LDAEA - CLORICSO 50 29 

EAST AFRICA 47 

tADAGASCAR (southwest) 44 

MLIVES 40 17 

CHAGOS 40 3 

MAt7RITIUS 40 

SRI LANKA (south) 37 1 

MZRC-IN 37 1 

NOZAMBIQUE (south) 35 

MINIRAI 32 

SRI LANX 	(north). 	) 
I]WIA (south-) 

32 2 

AMIR.ANTS 31 19 3 

cocos-KEEL:NG 25 
ANDANANS 24 1 
RODRIGUEZ 21 
MOIAMBIQtJE (north) 19 3 

MADAGASCAR (northwest) 18 
COMORO ISLANDS 18 

FLORES (south) 
13 8 

TIMOR ( west) 

SAYADMALHA 13 12 

12 1 

FARQtJEAR - PROVIDENCE 9 7 2 

C.A.RCADOS CARAJOS . 	 . 	9 6 

LACCADIVES 9 

REUNION 5 

NICQEARS 3 

SAVAQUIRAH 8AY 1 

From: Biology of Corals 
B. R. RCSEI 	(1971) 
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12 	Presence of D:crrt  Srec2es of Mar 	nis 
.r..Verio5 E -.:es 	t'.e Irciar Ocr - 

Scecis - 
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ga.dae — 

4ugi1ae 

tethrinidae 4 + 

Lutjanidae + • + + + 

mull-idae + . + + 

Sca.ridae 4 

Labridae + 

NemiDteridae + - 

canthuridae + 

Seanidae + + 4 

Ca.razgidae + + + -i- + + + + 

C.Lei.dae + + + 

Sccmbridae 4 + -4- - + 4- 

5hyraeniidae # 

Lei.ognathidae + 

aciycent.idae + 

rriciuridae + 

•Synodoti.ae + + 

SDaridae + -4- 

Zrigraulidae + 

Z4'ctoehidae + 

Zpgorudae + 

Didontic.ae + 

Caryphaenidae + 

IstoChoridae + 
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Ta1 	12 	 cT :ce't Scce s o 
-r:n•. 

Seces =I'-  
Sepida 

5ep.ldae - 

?ortunidae + 

Penaidae 

Chelonidae + 

Ostraidae + 

Paniluridae + + 

Octopoda + 

RayS + 

Sharks + + + 

Cetacea - + 4 

Key: 

1 Lagoon Boat channel 

2 Reefs 

3 Shelf 

4 Coastal Pelagic 

5 Sa11 Schooling 

6 Large Schooling 

7 Coral Reef 0 - 20 m 

8 Coral Reef 20 - 100 m 

9 Coral Reef more than 103 r 

10 Mancrves 

11 	pipelagic 

12 !4esopelagic / Bathvelagc 

13 Deep Ocean 

14 	Other 
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-rabi- 13 	'is Sec..es ?eserr.. a 	rox.i.ate 	5.z_r 

:uaries faLL 

angroves 	 Les, :Ears, OY53 

eefs. 	 scoloosis, scars. 1ua.s., 	esa.o, carangids. panulrus 

CnL-fre 	ef: 	sirks, bre, enads 

40 teters: Scavengers, snappers, sr.a.rks, rays 

Coral ri61e & rocky 	torn: utjanids, serranids, sharks, denticid, carangids, 
caesio, spiny Lobsters 

Smooth Sea Floor: Mullldae, nemoerus, sauridae, sparids. lutjanids, sarrariids, 
Lethrinids, sand lobster, portunid orab 

more than 100 m. ?rispomoides, carangids, panuilrus, scu.rid.ae , polysteSanus, 
s.rids, epiniehelids, sharks 

eep ocean waters; Tuna, billfish, squids, cuttlefish, sharks, skipjack, 
dolphin fish, aux.s, euthinnus, scomneromarus, acarithocybiuri, 
clupeoid, cararigids, baraccudas 

ielagic: Sardines, scombroids, carangds, 3CadS 

Mesnpelagio/Bathypelagic: Lantern fish, gonostom.dae 

Others: include red oceanic swising crab, mantis shrimp, Porcuine fish, 
dolphins, marine turtles 

£ast-est DistrLbution of Major Species 

Pelagic: Oil sardine , lesser sardine +, other ciupeoids +, Bombay th.ck , 
half beaks, ga.r fishes, carangids, flying fish, ribbon fish +, 
nackexal ', seer, tunny, IndJ.an Pellona, leiognathadae 

Cemersal; Elasmobranchs -, eels, catfish +, tuna, erehes, Lizard fish, 
anchovy, red mullet, po].ynemids, sciaenids +, siJvr belUes 4, 
lactartus, pcmfrets, soles, prawns , shellfish, cephalopods, 
crustacea, ?omadasvidae 

bcmi.nant on the west Coasts 

+ Dominant on the Sast COasts 
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Ta.ble i 	Pctent1 yie 	Thousands of Tans 

ZONE 
DE.MESAL & 

CRUSTACEA PELAGIC TOTAL 

EAST AFRICAN COAST 120 5 125 

EAST AFRICAN OFFSHORE 3000 - 3000 

SOMALIA - - 

WEST PAKISTAN 160 90 250 

INDIA, WEST COAST 580 1020 1600 

MALDIVES, LACOADI\rES, CaAGOS 7 23 30 

INDIA, EAST COAST 3.43 672 815 

EAST PAKISTAN 98 250 348 

SRI LANKA 52 90 142 

ANDAMAN & NICOBAR ISLANDS 4 8 12 

OCEANIC 	(Thna) - - 450 

From: Irdia and tndia.n Qcean Fisher,es 
R. ztAGM PRASAD £ P. V. R. NAIR (1973) 
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Pelagic and emersal Fish 

The dernersal fish catches are :ioh in northwestern parts 	Of the 	ay of 
9engai but pelage fsreres are negligi!e in comparison with those of the Arabian 
5ea. in the Say of Eengal, the major part of the catch taken by iurma is mainly 
through t4e use of primitive traft with simple nets. Mechnisatian of the technicues 
using purse seines and side trawlers is, however, beoomirc more prevalent. In the 
latter merner, mac<eral are caught off Sri Lanka, tne Maldives and 9angladesh, of 
which the last has the most primitive fishing methods. India and the 1aldives are 
nett exporters of fish whereas Sri Lanka still imoorts some of her needs. 

On the East Aft.ican Coast, the trawlable ground is 	fairly unproductive. 
The patential yield is probably lC,CCC-2C,OC tons. The most common fish spoearing in 
the 	traw1s 	are 	ararg.dae (scads, horse oackerals), Lethrinidae (emperors, 
scavengers), 	Lutjanidae 	(snappers) 	and 	Serrariidae 	(groupers, 	asses). 
Scomcrc.toae, 	ccc, 	is Fairly common. 	E22smcbrancPts (sharks, rays) comorise an 
important part of the catch. Coral-free areas such as the North Hadacascar and 
florth Kenya 3ankz, the Zanz.thar and M;fia Ciannels ?  the Somali Ccast and the Gulf 
of Aden are impartart as traw2.able grounds. 

Large ta such as yellcwfin, bigeye, albacore and southern bLuefin 	are 
the mast heavily exploited pelagic fish with lCC,CO-lC,CCC .tcnnes being 
cactured, whereas skipjack is lightly exploited rnost.y around the Maldives and 
Sri Lanka. illfish stccks are cverf'ished by Longline technicues. Exploitation of 
other- species has not been assessed.. 

From ogadiscio to the Irdo-Pakistan border, purse 	seining for schools 
of herring species and wad is corncn. Of Paki:an, in the iC-C n depth layers, 
anchovies are found in abundance espec.aJ.2y From the Sind coast or Pakistan to the 
Paz Hafun-Ras 4sir 	coast a f Somalia. 	CatFish 	(riidae) 	snappers, 
groupers, heirtail (Tichiuridae), croakers (Sciaenidae) and grint (Pomadasyidae) 
are an important part of the denersal Fj*i community. In Kenya and Tanzania, fishing 
is still mainly concentrated inland. The coastal areas are poorly fished 
probably due, in part, to the poor fishing technology existing at present. 

6.1 	4esopelagic Stocks 

relthir'ary caiculations shcw aproxmacely 2 million tonnes of mesopeiaci 
f1h to be present with maximum concentrations of IC-3C ç/m 2  just off the shelf 
from 15C-IC e deep. The catch rates are highest in the northern Arabian Sea 
with 14yctophidae and Cancstcmidae being the atain species found. OfT Pkitn 
one Finds mainly eenthosems 	pterotum 	followed by 	3. 	Ftbulaturn, 	Diachus 
perspioiUatus and 3. 	watasei.. The species composition is more diverse further 
south (see Fig 17 and tables 16 a & b). In the esetern Indian Ocean, 
Conastomidac CCyclathone alba and Conostoma elcngat=1 and yctphidae (Benthosema 
suborbitale and Diugenichthys atiations) are still dominant. The A.rabian Sea 
seems to hold the largest stock of sesopelagic Fjh o ,F the world but estimates 
vary from 63 million to 150 million tomes whether due to natural 
fluctuations in the stock size or sampling variation. 

Fish larval counts are 25/ra for East Africa, 27/rn 2  in the open ocean and 
9/o an the :ndian '.'est Coast which were sampled using shallow nets. From Cape 
Guardafuii to ombasa, a large variety of scarce fish iarae are seen (L'S species), 
and these are possibly coral fish as there is a narrow snelf here. Tee fish 
were mainl.y man-of-war Fish, cardinal fish and Lantern fisn (2! Larvae/m). The 
Last two along with wrasses (Labredae) and le(t-eye flounders (othidae) are 
corrinon in the open ocean area between east Arica and South Africa although not 
so many specimens are present CJ. larve/mir). The West Indian shelf reveals 
Cci,ostomidae, P4yc-toph!dae and regmaceroridae (2 larvae/rn2). 
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16 	Meiac 	3' 

FrQD: A Review of the Worid Resurs of Mesopelagic 
FishIC 

GJcaAZrR & K. :<C•iJCI 	(980) 



Table 17 	Seces Collected ir the Larval State 
n ifferert Coastal Recions of te ia -  Ocear. 

Ar 

Sorna.0 coast Mefapenaeopsis andamanemsis 
Perw.copsis recsacaa 
FarapraeLts sp. 
Fena€Ms sp. 

Gulf of Aden Fnaeopn 	rec:acu: 
Metaperiaeus dobsoiu 
Pe,aeus Sp. 

?l4eiapelzaeopiL? aiznuz.r 

S.audi Arabian co Metapenazopis co,zi 
Penaeopn.z rectacu:a 

Eoabay 	and 	Rarairi 	c.oasl M:aperzaeuj anzj 
Ftnaeopns rCjaCUU2 

South wesr coast of indz Pnatopns rectacura 
Parc peracus sp. 

- Me:aperrae 	spp 
Merizper.aeopsLr andamanersir 
Pfnaeus iid1cu 
Trachypenorus cLr'ro.rrri 

East coam of indLa Pewropri 	recxcua 
(off Madras to Ora) Farapraeus sp. 

Mexapenneopris QndC,?Ta,CnSi: 

M CtapEnCFUS Spp. 

Peraers indicu 
•Parcpenaeopris so. 

R--.Lngoon co= Pcnaeus spp. 
Mezapencris sp. 
Penaeopx: reciCuXa 
Pare perIaeL 	sp. 

South of AnS 	d Peraeap.ris rectaeuza 
azourd Nbar IsIzzds Metaper'.at.rpsi.r 	spp. 

Fr'.aeuj sp. 
Mesa C7LGLS 5. 

Pcaperiaeopxis sp. 
TrcchypeFtaesr$ sp. 

Front: Abundance and Distrthuti.on of Penaeid Larvae as an 
Index of Penaeid Prawn Resources of the Indian Ocean 
V. T. PAtJLINOSE & M. J. GEORGE 	(1976) 
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6.4 	India 

In India, with a coastline of 5650 km, the major 	fishing  ground 	lies 
off Kerala followed by Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. Major potential still exists for 
catches of catfish along the northwest coast; 	deep sea 	lobsters 	from 	the 
southwest coast and upper continental slope off Ouiland: squid off the southwest 
and southeast coasts along Gujarat and Maharashtra. Lantern fish O1yctophidae), a 
mesopelagic species providing vitamin A and about 110 litres of oil per ton, are 
found off the Aambay shelf and Angina saks. Crenadiers (Lutjanidae) and macurids are 
found off the west coast; swirrninq crab off the northeast and east coast and prawns 
off Kakinada. 

India has extensive rnclluscan resources which 	are 	neglected in 	some 
regions 	and 	overexploited 	in others. The more important species are mussels, 
oysters, 	clams, 	pearl 	oysters, 	squids, cuttlefish 	and 	sacred 	chank 
(gastropod). Indian mussels attain sexual maturity very early and grow raDidly to 
marketable size and they should, therefore, be profitable. However, there is 
little demand in India For edible bivalves, although pearl culturing is viable. 
Cephalopods, too, are still underfished. 

Bottarn trawling provides an average of 2CC kg per hour of which 24% are 
elasmobranchs, 17% congers, 14% catfish, 16% croakers and 5 pomfret (Stromateidae). 
Pelagic trawling is. most profitable off Dwarka followed by Veranal and Oca. 
Here, P34 kg per hour has been recorded (60% horse mackeral, 1E? ribbon Fish 
(Trachipteridac), 5 10 elasmobranchs 3% catfish, E? pcmfret and 2% eels). In each 
case the remaining percentage is made up of diverse other species. 

6.5 	Pakistan 

Large resources of anchovy and whitebait (Clupeidae) are found on the 
west coast. They are found between 25-35 m from 0ctber to May. From the data of 
cruises in 1969, the potential yield of pelagic fisheries to a depth of 150 m, 
was estimated at 3-4 times the present catch. In 1972, the standth' stock for 
demersaLinshore fisheries was 43,500 tonnes and up to 125 in offshore, 4,200 
tons. 	For both, 	the annual sustainable yield is estimated to be 41,000 tons. 
The inshore waters were found to be exploited but the offshore waters were not. 

Sri Lanka 

Sri Lanka has a coastline of 1,770 km with a wide continental shelf. The 
expected yield is 260,000 tons. There are 1000 fishing villages with 
approximately 43,CCO fishing households. During the southwest monsoon, fishing 
takes place on the north and east coast and during the hortheast monsoon, on the 
south and west coasts. The fishermen migrate to obtain maximum fishing time. 30-40 km 
offshore, rouh1y 6000-tonnes tuna and skipjack are caught by gill-netting from deep 
sea vessals. Coastal fisheries form 90 10 of the tatal 	with. commercial Fishing 
using mainly beach seines and drift nets. 	Putse seines are coupled with light 
attraction techniques to increase catches of small pelagic fish. On the west coast s  
sardine, herring 1  redbait and anchovy are caught, but only sardine and herring 
are caught on the east coast. The main period of fishing is from November to april in 
the west and from May to October in the east. Shrimp, crab and lobster are 
valble resources and only the last is fully exploited and the catch includes 
juvenile specimens. Marine turtle is regularly caught off the North coast. 
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67 	The Comoro !slands 

The four Cornoro Ts1ands have mainly rocky coastUries with a scattering 	of 
sand 	beaches. The 139 fishinc villages provide an annual catch of 3CCC tonries of 
which more than 56% is tun2. The Saya de Maiha is one of the biggest 	fishing 
areas. This is mainly a subsistance fishery using stationary lines or simple 
troll lines close to shore, as the main transport is by engineless canoes. Sale of 
the catch is local but cood catches are often lost due to 12ck of a market. 

6.P 	Kenya 

Kenya has just over 5CC km of coast me with fringing coral from 	16-46 n 
deep. There are approximately 6C66 fishermen and 16 of the boats are mechanized. 
Fishing is mainly within the 12 mile zone using beach seines, gill nets and 
bottom lines. The most productive zones are From 25-2CC m offshore and on the North 
Kenya Banks. in one month's trawlina an average of 7666 kg shrimp and 14 kg fish 
may be obtained. Restrictions are enforced on the export of marine shells and 
corals. Coriunercial exploitation of marine turtles and sea cows 	has also been 
banned. 	Swimming crabs are cotnon off the Kenyan coast although they are not 
exploited. The main species of crustacem found off the Kenyan coast is shcwn in 
table 17. The existing fish stock is underutilized and Kenya imports some of its 
needs. 

6.9 	Madagascar 

The major part of the fish catch in Madagascar comes from the inland 
fisheries. Local marine fisheries appear to be concentrated on the west coast 
catching mainly shrimp, whereas offshore foreign vessels are dominant. Prawn 
larvae are located riearshcre and open waters support few varieties. - The bigoest 
shrimp Fisheries, however, occur in Madagascar and Mozambique and are fully 
exploited there. 

6.16 	Mauritius 

Mauritius has a fringing coral reef which slopes to 156 m deep. 	There 
are 	over 	7COO 	fishermen using mainly basket traps, lines, drag seines and cill 
nets. The lacoon stocks are constantly replenished but 	the derriersal fish are 
associated with coralline and sponge areas and hence trawling is not possible as the 
hydroceography is poor for fishina, and growth and recruitment of stacks is 	slow. 
Coral reefs are heavily fished off Mauritius where crustacea are abundant with 
spiny lobsters and crab being the primary catch. There is some oyster harvesting 
on the west coast in the vicinity of the mangrove swamps and a small tuna fishery. 

6.11 	Mozamblque 

Mozambique has 4620 km of coastline 	with 	a 	northern rocky coralline 
zone, 	central 	loamy shore with marigroves 2  and a southerly sandy zone with 
consolidated dunes. O% of the 126,660 km shelf is in the central area. 
Subsistence fishing exists along the entire coastline. There are important pelagic 
fisheries (Sofala Bay) and shallow water shrimp fisheries (1aputo Bay) along 
the coast with clupeoids being Found in large quantities in the estuaries. The spiny 
lobster is common at 166-406 rn depths from the southern border to the Bazaruto 
Islands. Artisanal fishery is carried out from small craft 7.- m in length using 
traps, beach seines and gill-nets. 
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6.12 	The Seychelles 

The Seychelles are made up of 92 islands with flat areas between 	that 
permit 	trawling. 	The north, west and east ethes have roral and the northwest edge 
has sea knolls. Handline, trap and teach seine are used 	catching 	rT1ainy 	jacks 
(Carangidac) 	but 	with Fluctuations due to adverse weather cnditicns and 
migration. Various catching methods are used to catch different species. 

6.l 	Tanzania 

Tanzania has ECC km of coastline with 6-61C km 	of 	shelF. 	EC-9C 	of 
the 	Fishing 	is artisanal using outrigger canoes, hocks, lines and nets. Pemba and 
Zanzibar Islands and the shallow channels between the latter and Mafia 	Island 
contain 	some 	of 	the more irnoortant fish stocks of sardine and other fitter 
feeding clupecids of the East African coast. 75Z of the Fish catch is small 
pelagic fish and 25 	demersal, 	the 	catch 	being 	made up of sardinella, 
sharks, rays, small 	prawns, 	lobsters, 	tuna, bilifish, kingfish, groupers, 
barracudas and snappers. about 7CCC individual fishermen exist using purse seines, 
gill nets, traps and hand lines. Stocks are still underfished. 

6.14 	Somalia 

The SomaLi coastline has good Fish resources north of 15N but the 	rest 
is fairly unproductive. There are cammerctUy viable grounds for cuna fisherias. 
Mackeral is an important species along the edge of the continental shelf 5-IC°N. 
The northeast coast has a fairly high abundance of small pelagic Fish: Indian 	oil 
sardinella, round 	herring 	and 	scad. Some export of dried 2nd/or salted Fish to 
neigftcuring countries is underway. 
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PART II 

POLLUTTON 

7.0 	INTPDUCTION 

c-EPMP, the Ooint Group of Experts on the Scientific 	Aspects of 	Marine 
Pollution, 	has 	defined marine pollution as 'the introduction by man, directiy 
or indirectly, of substances or 	erercy into the marine environment rinCuding 
estuaries) resultino in such deleterious effects as harm to living 	resources, 
hazards 	to 	humart health, 	hindrance to marine activities including fishinc, 
impairment of ouality for use of sea water and reduction of amenities.tI 

The Indian Ocean reaion, especially in the 9ay of Benual area, is 	one 
of the most densely populated in the world (see table la). With progressive urban and 
industrial growth, pollution in the countries bordering the Indian ocean easin is 
becoming a major source of anxiety but is only just being documented as experience, 
funds and technology with which to tackle the problem become more prevalent. The 
primary sources of pollution are industrial and municipal effluents, oil 
spills 	or 	leakages, 	river 	run-off 	including agricu.tural wasces, and the 
adverse effects of coastal development 1  for example from blasting and dredging. 

Until recent oil pollution scares and the increased publicity given to 
pollution affecting coastal areas, research in the countries in this region, 
especially the islands, has tended to concentrate an development and explaitation 
of fisheries resources. This occurs For two main reasons. Firstly 1  the countries are 
dependent on fish as a source of food as well as income from exports; hence 
improved fishing technology is potentially important to the national economy in 
many cases. Secondly q  these nations are developing countries and 
industrialization 	is not 	far 	advanced. 	Many of the countries are primarily 
agricultural and with increasing populations and urbanization, the 
problems of pollution from domestic and municipal wastes and from agriculture are the 
first to cause concern. Although industrial technology and the number of 
factories beino built have been growing very rapid 1 y, the adverse effects of this 
development are only just be.ing studied, and research is now being carried out on 
factory effluents. In addition, oil contamination studies receive priority due to 
the heavy tanker traffic going through the Indian Ocean to the Far East. 
Some 	details on growth and development, industrialization, major resources and 
major produce are seen in tables 19-29. 

7.1 	East Africa 

Little information is avilab!e concerning pollution of the East 	African 
Coast. 	The main threat is from oil contamination but otherwise pollution does not 
appear to cause much concern. 	Coastal and coral reef, damage is one of the major 
problems in East Africa. The reef is close to 	the 	shore and 	vulnerable to 
pollution 	and silting. Coral has been dynamited and used to construct breakwaters, 
and burnt for the production of lime to be used in building construction. 
This 	destruction of the coral reef system has caused several marine species to 
disappear including starfish and sea-urchins. Art isanal fisheries are 
concentrated on well-developed fringing coral reefs and their lagoons. The reef area 
is productive and local fishing is intensive. The use of dynamite and poisons for 
fishing is now banned Kenya and Tanzania but has already destroyed fish cover and 
caused severe damage in the coral reefs which are slow to re-form. In Tanzania a 
species of algae breeds on dead coral. These algae, when consumed by fish, render 
the fish flesh poisonous. 
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Tab1 	18 	?c1a.on :gurs for 
Cowtr.es of mhe ir.dian Ocar 
as.n 	(19791 

• Cour.try oular. Area 	(irt 

3arigladesh 86,062,00 12,77 

Burma 34,434,000 678,031 

COIOEQ 7 5Lar!as 323,000 2,274 

iria 678,255,000 3,287,593 

Kanya 15,780,000 582,644 

Madagascar 8,511,000 587,042 

Maldi.ves 145,000 298 

Mauritius 976,000 1 1 865 

Mczbiqe 10,199,000 789,961 

Pakistan 79,838,000 803,941 

Seycie1les 64,00 443 

Somalia 3,542,000 637,539 

Sri Lanka 14,608,000 55,610 

Tnzania 17,382,000 939,762 

From: The Times Atlas of the World (1980) 
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- - - 
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From: World Deve1opent Report, 1980 
THF. WORLD SANK 
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Fromz World Develowment Report, 190 
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22 	 31 	 rr- 
4 1 

Crs 

: 

ca1s 
is1j0 n 

lc 

c3a: 

(x 

- 	 5720 180 1471 

3' 1163 	 1425 1320 13 

Crcrcs Zs1'ids - 	 - - 

8559 	10630 31960 100970 

Xazya - 	 - 4750 - 

madagascax 750 60 

• Maiti.uS - - - 

Ma..'rs - 	 - - - 

- 	 - 800 371 

Pk.st3.n 305 	 40140 3690 	- 1349 

8eyc11es - 	 - - -- 

Sona1ia - 	 - - - 

aka - 	 - 1950 - 

- 	 - 850 3. 

'rcm: Lnitad Nations Sat±stia1 	aook C1919 
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Table 23 : 	 an Corsuznr of ner 
in 	 1on n: 	tCr. 

Country 	Production Consumption Hydro- 
elec:ric 
Capacity 

Hvdro- 
eletric 
productici 

Total 
Capa- 
city 

Total 
produc-
tion 

Bangladesh 	1.14 2.63 110 505 915 1710 

Burma 	 1.78 1.51 ICI 470 441 968 

Comoros 	 - 0.02 - 1 - 3 

India 	 121.09 132.92 9029 34827 23684 95335 

enya 	 0.09 2.10 171 694 284 1119 

Madagascar - 	0.02 0.55 40 - 	 248 95 343 

4auritius 	0.01 0.35 25 55 143 378 

Mczanbiue 	0.56 1.25 680 1510 793 1915 

Pakistan 	 8.33 13.11 2236 4920 2236 10876 

Seythelles 	- 0.03 - 11 33 

5oa1ia 	 - 0.15 - - 18 45 

Sri Lanka 	0.14 1.45 335 1134 421 1202 

Tanzania 	 0.06 1.07 - - 160 685 

!'rorn: United Nations Statistical Yearbook 	(1978) 
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Tab1 	24 	aior Reurce 

Burrta - Copper 	 angladesh - Coal 

Petroleum 
	 Petroleum 

Water Power 
	 Water Power 

rin 

Turiç sten 	 Mozamnbique - Eeryl 

Zinc 
	 Water Power 

La ad 

Silver 	 Madagascar - Graphite 

tJrani urn 

India - tjraniuzn 

Titanium 

Magnesium 

Mica 

auxite 

Izah Ore 

Chromium 

Asbestos 

Gal. d 

Manganese 

Coal 

Water Power 

Salt 

Copper  

Pakistan - Graphite 

Lignite 

Chromium 

Water Power 

Petroleum 

Salt 

Coal 

Sri Lanka - Graphite 

- Tanzania - Diamonds 

Soda Ash 

Water Power 

Salt 

From: Hammond Ieadline World Atlas (1977) 
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Table 27 : 	industry In tne Comoros Lslands 

The 	incia1 sxoorts of the Comoro 3lartds are fl.ano-y1ang Oil 

(for ;erfrnes and oaos) . vani11a f  coora c1ves, and to a saiier 

extent, coffee. cocoa, rice, rraize, ianoc arid fiiest:ck.. 

Commodity 	 Year 	 uantity 

Y1ang-Yiarg 	 1974-1977 	 300 connes 

Vanilla 	 1970-1974 	 300 tonnes 

Cloves 	 at loresent 	 150.000 trees 

Coora 	 50,000 tonnes 

Coconut oroduction is higi ; more than 60% of the production 

is used for domestic purposes and less than 40% goes towards the 

oroduction of copra. 

rom: Comoros - An Island Naion in a Difficult 

Economic Situation 	(1981) 

The Courier t Africa-Caribbean-Pacific 
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28 	ucr of L-veszoc-. 	Tousars o:  

Ccu:res Cattle Sheet Horses ?is Asses M1es 

Bangladesn 26.500 1200 43 1 

3ur 7,696 205 105 1,800 9 

Comoro Islar.ds 75 3 3 

Intha 181,092 40.187 900 8,732 1,000 125 

Kenya 9 1 100 3 1 980 2 65 

Madagascar 8,886 607 2 557 1 

Mauritius 54 4 6 

Mozinbique 1,350 95 100 20 

Pakistan 14,901 20,546 452 94 2,226 63 

Seych1les 2 11 

Somalia 3,90 9,800 1 8 22 21 

Sri Lanka 1,690 27 2 36 

Tanzania 14,817 3,000 25 160 

From: tinited NatiOns Statistical Yearbook (1978) 



Tbli. 29 	: 	VooL an Cement 'rozor. 
thousands of mr 	tor.ne, 

COUntrLeE 
1974 

Roundwood 
1976 

Sawriwood 
197 

Cemer.z 

ang1adesh 10700 291 160 

Eua 21100 335 233 

India 124200 3561 18684 

Kenya 13600 173 987 

Madagascar 6400 44 70 

Mozaznbique 9100 	- 193 - 

Pakistan 9000 293 3196 

Somalia 3100 14 - 

Sri Lanka 4600 37 336 

Tanzania 35400 67 244 

From: United Nations Statistical Yearbook (1978) 
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Some coastal regions have been dredoed and blasted to 	create space 	for 
berthinc and !nanoeuvring of larger ships and tankers. For examp!e, in Tanzania, the 
expansion of the Dar as Salaam port is in the process of destroying shellfish 
spawning areas at the south end of the creeks. In Tanzania, the coastal area is 
densely populated and, as a result, most of the pollution is localized and tends to 
be domestic. Although industry in Tanzania and Kenya is devecping at a rapid rate 
in bcth coastal and inland areas, pollution studies tend to be concentratec' inland 
especially around Lake Victoria where many industries are located. roth studies 
and effects of pollution are very localized and usually concern fresh water problems. 

Somalia, where industrial development is still 	at 	an 	early stage, 
nevertheless has oil contamination problems. In Mozambicue, research has been 
carried out on pollution in the heavily popu!ated Lourero Marques 8ay which 
receives municipal and industrial effluents. However, studies usually deal with 
fisheries and coral reef investigations. At Tnhaca Reserve, coastal erosion 
management and control are also under observation. 

7.2 	The Islands 

In the islands of the Indian Ocean, industrial development is slow and the 
effects of related pollution not readily apparent. There is concern about the 
possibility of oil pollution as occasional coastal contamination is seen. As 
in the case of East africa, coral reef damage is a major concern in the islands 
notably in the Maldives, Mauritius and Sri Lanka. In Madagascar, pollution 
problems are, again, primarily related 	to 	fresh 	water. 	Some 	problems 	are 
specific to certain areas. An example of this is found in Mauritius where the 
leaves from the Aloe fibre tDee have destroyed the aquatic fauna in parts of the 
island. Significant damage has been recorded in the fisheries and oyster beds 
due th the toxic effects of these leaves. 

7.3 	The Asian Sub-continent 

Pakistan's recent intensive 	industrial, 	development 	is localized 	and 
causes increased pressure on the existing domestic and municipal sewage systems 
atod Karachi. Although some preliminary investigations have been carried out 
and increasing attention is being given to the state of pollution, the amøunt of 
research done is minimal and as yet, the information seems to be restricted to 
the ecology of the coastal area. 

Most information an pollutant level's and pollution research in the Indian 
Ocean concerns work done in Ind. Coastal and inland acuatic pollution research is 
fairly advanced and information may be obtained as to the effects of pollution 
along most of the coastline. The conditions of some estuaries in India which are 
affected by pollution are seen in table 3C. 

Little documented information is available on pollution problems from 
Bangladesh or Burma. There is some concern about the effects of river run-off 
from the Ganges and the Brahmaputra in the farmer, especially around Chittagong 
Harbour, and from the Irrawaddy River in the latter. 
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8.0 	flDUSTRTAL POLLUTION 

Introduction 

The countries around the Tndian 	Ocean 	are 	all 	developing countries, 
and there is a basic need to improve Industrial technology. The rate at 
which industries are being set up is steadily increasing. At  present there are 
few major industrial sites along the coasts (see fig. iB). Marine pollution 
problems resulting from this development are, thus, restricted to small areas of 
the coastline such as the Bombay region in India or the area around Karachi in 
Pakistan. As industrial development is still fairly recent, there is little 
evidence of documentation on related pollution problems. 

2.2 	East Africa 

Coastal industrial developement is at a very low level 	in East 	Africa 
and 	industrial 	pollution is not very apparent off the coastline. In Tanzania and 
Kenya, for example, many industries 	are situated 	around 	Lake 	Victoria and 
pollution is mostly of the fresh water type. 

In Somalia, industry is negligible and as yet, does not constitute 	a 
major 	source 	of pollution. 	However, of particular interest are the slaughter 
houses situated along the coast at Marka and Mogadishu. At 12rka, wastes are 
discharged directly into the sea which has an unpleasant smell and arracts sharks 
to the nearshore area. At Magadishu, effluent is drained into a sump pond. There 
is probably some leaching from the pond into the seo as before the slaughter 
house existed there were no sharks in the region. Hats and tools used in the trade 
are cleansed directly in the sea. 

In Kenya, industrial wastes from Nairobi drain into the river passing the 
city which eventually discharges directly into the Tndin Ocean via the Athi River. 
The Athi River carries with it wastes from slauahter houses, cement factories, 
tanneries and coffee factories from the industrial sector in the Kiambu district. 
tffluent enters the town sewers but sometimes this is untreated and released 
directly into natural waters. Examples of these are suaar wastes from 
untreated molasses entering Lake Victoria and the waters south of Mombasa, which 
have a deleterious effect on the survival of fish. hastes from dairy processing 
plants and slaughter houses are released from Mombasa end Kisumu and cement and 
fertilizer factory effluents from kilindi Harbour. Tanneries at Kisumu discharge 
large amounts of chrome salts and solids which increase the Biological Oxygen 
Demand COD) load. When the 000 load is increased, the oxygen content in the water is 
depleted due to it's use for the degradation of such pollutants as has 
been introduced into the environment. 	Other effluents 	include cyanide from 
mining and smelting operations, heavy loads of organic wastes from coffee and sisal 
industrial 	plants and wastes 	from pulp and paper mills. 	Heavy-metal 
pollution 	is 	a potential 	problem 	arising 	from the use of zinc to coat iron 
sheets used for roofing. Another potential pollutant in Kenya is mercury. 	About 
25,000 tonnes per 2nnum of mercury compounds are used here as seed dressing. 

In Tanzania, however, organic waste from a diversity of smell industries is 
apparent, especially in and around Der as Salaam. These include soap factories 
(Plwanza and Oar es Salaam), sisal (Tanga), sugar mills (ukoba), cotton seed 
processing plant (Mwanza), plastics (Dar as Saløam), wood processing and super-
phosphate plants. Textile and fishnet industries at Dar as Salaam discharge 
directly into the Indian Ocean. Other plants are situated at Kilwo, Amha and 
Lake Victoria. 
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Waste effluents from several 	industries, 	for 	example breweries 	at 
Tiala and industries in Ubungo are dischsrged into the Msimbazi Valley Estuery. The 
water is very alkaline with pH values of 11 and above and has a soapy texture. 
The dissolved oxygen concentration is near zero and wastes are meiny from 
dyes and chemicals used in texti)e processing. Effluent From the breweries is acidic 
with 1-5 solid waste which is mostly organic Is nature. There is a flushing systom 
in the industry but it is hindered by sand bars and during high tide, waters 
sometimes overflow into the mangrove system. The low oxygen waters and 
organic wastes mix to Forni an anaerobic envirorenent but stagnation is prevented 	by 
the 	flushing system. The increasing population in the area has increased the 
pressure on the system. 

In l2puto  in Hozacnbique, the Loureno Marques Bay is 	a 	busy harbour. 
Wastes from the city and port drain directly into the Bay (see C7 in fig. 30) and 
effluent comes from, e.g. cotton and textile factories. There are two ports, one at 
the junction of the inner and outer bays catering to general cargo and minerals, and 
the other at the west of the inner bay handling iron ore and hydrocarbons in bulk. 
High values of iron and copper are noted due to the use of a new method for 
loading. This involves a sedimentation process where the supernataht rich in heavy 
metal content (lll.4 micrograms/I iron and 8.2 micrograms/I copper) is dumped into 
the bay. In windy conditions, even normal loading procedures result in high values 
of iron 	and copoer downwing A large part of the tide flows back to the inner bay 
on tide reversal and therefore not much of the water is renewed. However 1 	the 
&-iallow depth and geometry of the bsy create a self-clearing process by 
adsorption of metal ions onto the mud of the bay. Increases in iron, copper, lead and 
nickel are short-lived due to the natural cleaning process in the bay. 
However, metal ion accumulation could occur ic-i, for example, bivalves and shrimps 
which are capable of ingesting and concentrating these ions in their flesh. 

The Islands 

In Pladagascar, wastes from similar industries to those 	found in kenya 
could 	effect the shrimp fisheries on the southern and western coasts. Examples 
of these are sisal and sugar cane at Diego Garcia, 	Ncy Be, Port Dauphin 	and 
the 	Marudrari 	River. 	Near Tarianarive, effluent from tanneries, 	plastics, 
textiles and paper industries have 	already 	been 	noted 	as causing 	some 
pollution prob1em. 	Mining industries (mica, chromium) are potential polluters but 
without severe eFfect to the fi&,eries as the they are situated on the East Coast. 

In Maurittus, a partic'l.rly high BOD load 	(4,0C 	Ibs) 	is caused 	by 
wastes from the W odd sugar mills Pound on the island. Effluent containing 
bagasse (crusHd cane fibres), ash, soot and molasses can cause total oxygen 
depletion up to 3-4 km downstream. This is accompanied by a sludge layer and mass 
mortalities of fish and invertebrates. Between January and 3une, factories do not 
operate and some organisms, thus 1  have time to recolonize. Parts of the south coast 
beach are blackened and local fishermen complain of a decrease in catches and fouling 
of fish traps by bagasse. There is a major industrial drain From Port Louis 
which carries effluent from the industrial estate at Carmaridel. 

Effluent from industries in the 	seychelles 	is 	negligeable. 	Oischorges 
consist 	of caustic soda from the cleaning of vats in the local brewery and sawdust 
From the two furniture companies which are released untreated into the sea. 
Despite this effluent being fairly heavy, no Paunal damage is seen. A similar 
situation is seen in the Comoros as here, too, there are saw mills and a 
distillery. 
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some local pollution is seen from industrial 	and 	port activity in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. Copper values of C.L1 ppb and 2.0 ppb were found in the 
industrial effluent in Colornbo which has a direct effect on the drinking water. MSny 

industries are situated on the banks of the Kelani River which then passes through 
the city of Colombo and out to the sea. 

8.4 	The East Asiatic Sub-Continent 

Cri bath the eastern end western coasts of India, 	there 	are reoions 	of 
intense industria! development. One of the most important on the East Coast is the 
Hoogbly Estuary region. The Hooghly Estuary is formed from three branches of the 
Ganges and is very important for port facilities and commercial fishrtes. The 
estuary has large rivers discharging into it and many industries are situated along 
the banks o r these rivers. The lower part of the estuary has 
multifarious industries: paper, textiles, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, plastics, 
shellac, food, leather, jute, tyres and cycle rims. It also receives drainage 	From 
the 	Bagar and Reighiand canals which have sewage oulets. The data suggest that the 
river is polluted before it receives 	the industrial wastes. Despite the heavy 
sewage and industrial pollution in the river and canals, the estuary itself is not 
too badly polluted due to the effect of mixing and dispersion by high tides and 
turbulence. The estuary has a high salinity, a high turbidity factor and is 
well supplied by the monsoon. The tidal range is large and its impact cn be felt 
up to CC km inland. 

baut 250 million ga ions of waste water are discharged per day of which 
is industrial. The total solid waste is of the order of 16C tonnes and the 

!LV 111 tons. The 9M value it has is equivalent to that cauaed by a 
population of about Z5,000. An example of waste from a chemical Factory is seen in 
table 31. This factory lies about 12 km north of Calcutta and produces 
heavy chemicals, paints, varnishes, plastics and rubber chemicals. Some 
characteristics of waters from textile, vegetable oil and paper and pulp factories 
are seen in table 32. These are found in the Rishar region in Tiriberi, Titagurh 
and Paita. 

Between the 92 km from Duaiurdahe to Birlapare, 95 factories are found of 
which 	55 are jute mills. The bulk of the effluent, however, comes from five paper 
and pulp mills. The fresh water supp!y is sow and the condition of the water 	is 
deterthrating. 	Sulpbite, sulphate and soda processing methods are used in the 
mills. The characteristics of the effluent from these mills is seen in table 	. For 
75,0C'0 tonnes of paner produced, along a SC km stretch, the total pollution load is 
6F',CCO lbs BCD (population equivalent of 4CC,CCC) and 	260,CC'C 	lbs 	suspended 

ids (population equivalent of 1,32f,cCC. In stunner this load is heavier. 	Due 
J. the use of jute and saar grass for raw maerials; the efFctn 	ooilution 
from paper and pulp factories in India is higher then from other countries using 
different raw mterials. 2% of the effluent is discharged untreated into the 
Hooghly Estuary. One of the major components of the waste water is ligriin which is 
toxic to the fish stock. lip to 1 .5 km below the confluence of the Rooqhly and 
the Bagar Canal, conditions are not congenial to the sustenance of fjh life. 

A comparison was made between the polluted 	1ooghly 	and 	the unpolluted 
Matlah 	Estuary. The Former is a tidal estuary with Fresh water, gradient and 
tidal/marine conditions. The tidal/marine is only seen in the summer in the lower 
stretch. 	The 	Matlah is a marine estuary with no stratification and little 
drainaae due to the shortage of spill area and the 'heaping up of 	tides' 
The phy5ico-chemical 	conditions 	in 	the 	E4aoghly 	indicate 	the 	area 	is 
unfavorouble for Fauna. Some results may be seen in table 34. 
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Ta1E33 a; 	Characterscscf e:. 	ro- 

Characteristics 

p1-I 

Suspended solids 
mg/i 

BOO 37 0C 

COD mg/i 

Lignin mg/i 

Sulphate Miii 	Tssue Mi1 

9.8 - 7.1 	 9.0 - 8.3 

1392 - 732 964 - 512 

552 - 207 610 - 251 

1525 - 792 1234 - 600 

116 - 12.4 100 - 33 

Tab].e 33 b: 	Criteria for Characterizing Waste 

Waste Characteristics Suspended Solids 300 

Weak less than 200 less than 150 

Medium 200 - 400 300 - 150 

Strong more than 400 more than 300 

From: Characteristics of Wastes f rain ?uJ..and Paper 
Mills in the Hooghly Estuary. 
R. S. DRANZSHAR, S - RAJAGCPAL • A. X - BASU & 
C. S. G. RAO (1970) 
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Table 34 : 	Comp. - iso -  f Hoosh-ly and Matlah Estar.e 

Cond±tion Hooghly Matlah 

Dissolved oxygen rate 3.7€ 	- 	5.89 5.62 - 	6.00 
(mg/l) 

Zooc'lankton Dominant 

Phytoplanlcton Domi.nant 

Dissolved Oxygen Lower Hither 

Temperature Lower Higher 

Oxygen Consnption Lower Higher 

Turbidity Higher Lower 

pH Lower Higher 

Plankton Numbers Lower Migher 

Free Aurtonia Values Higher Lower 

Primary Propctivity negligeable 0.375 - 0.562 
(rngC/ni /day) 

Adapted From: Comparison of the Polluted Hocghly Estuary with 
the t.noo1luted Matlah Estuary 
A. K. BASU, B. 	B. GHCSH & R. N. 	PAL 	(1970) 

and 
Observations on the Probable Effects of Pollution 
on the Primary Productivity of the Hooghly and 
Matlah Estuaries 
A. K. 	BASU 	(1965) 
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Cotv, in the Tamil Nadu region of India, has an industry 	for black 	and 
white photographic film Fabrication. The main toxin being washed out is undissocieted 
ammonia. Hydrocuinone and metal are also present and these have a synergistic effect 
on the survival of Fish - in the presence of hydroquinone, metal is more lethal. 
When the two are combined toxicity can be reduced by the prscree of thiasulphate, 
carbonte and sulphate of sodium. Hydroquinona is a powerful reducing agent snd 
depletes oxygen. 

	

The presence of mercury was noted in parts of fish obtained from the 	Bay 
of Bnoal. Hammer-headed shark and white epot shark showed high values oFmercuty 
with 1.ower values seen in seer fish and dolphin. The averall values, for example, 
are lower in the Arabian Sea. 

Copper, iron, rnnganese, zinc, cobalt and nickel in dissovd and particulate 
fratians of sea water at different deDths were estimated from nine stations 
in the Bay of Bengal. Concentrations of thssolved and particulate iron were fairly 
hiah at coastal stations especially at the river mouths. Copper at the nearshore 
stations was high but there was no marked differenco between r,earshore -and 
offshore concentrations so as to reflect the possibility of a rivet input. 
Dissolved zinc and nickel values were lower at the surface than at the deeper 
layers contrary to that noted for manganese. Particulate fractions of iron and 
zinc were significant whilst cobalt and nickel were not significant. Copper and 
manganese showed interiediate values. 

Dissolved copper values are greater in the Arabian Sea than in 	the 	Bay 
of 9engal as are the values for particulate cooper and manganese. Zaoplanktan appear 
to accumu 1 ate higher quantities of metals in the Arabian Sea than in the Bay or 
Benga] possibly due to the higher 	quantities 	of dissolved metals present 
there. The ccncentrtion factor in the Arabian Sea was highest for zinc followed by 
iron, cobalt, copper and nickel whereas in the Bay of Bengal, the concentration 
factor was highest for iron followed by cobalt. 

Heavy metals in effuerit, for example copper, are traced back to cesticides, 
fungicides, 	jawe]lery, 	copperware and anti-fouling paint. 	Irn Vellar estuary 
in Porte Novo, South India the effect of copper on Meretrix casta was 	studied. 
After 	aclimatisation and subjection to lethal doses, the bivalve was found to 
have an LC5 (lethal concentration at which 5D of the poula1ion is killed )  value of 
C.57 porn Cuoric sulphate. Death was caused by asphyxiation due 	to coPper 	induced 
mucus 	coagulating the gills. bivalves can generally accumulate larger amounts than 
fish and are thus more tolerant. Studies were 	carried out on heavy metal 
concentration by the oyster Crassestrea madrasensis in the 'ochin Prea. High ieve 1.s 
of mangsnse, zinc, iron and copper were noted in December to ay whereas 	the 	low 
values 	from 	june to November were attributed to the flow of Fresh water ciusing 
dilution. Cysters can concentrate copper up to 14,DCC times 	and 	zinc 	up 	to 
1D,000 times. Some results for copper accumulation by various bivalves were 
also obtained for the Vellar Estuary on the east coast of India (see table 35 and 
fig. 19). 

Natural run-of F effects the concentrations of iron found 	in the Mandovi 
and Zuari Estuaries, India. Estintion of cnncentrctions were studied for 1 year and 
values were Found to vary from 0-.6 mg/i. The higher values were 
attributed to the influence of the river which flows through iron ore bearing 
terrain. Around other parts of Goa values vary from C.65-lC mg/I. The decrease 
in values offshore is due to flocculation and during the southwest monsoon, when 
there is heavier runoff due to increased rainfall, the values are higher. 
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Fgre 19 : 	crapny of Vellar stuar; 

fOthoffl 	 toirr, 

Boy ot B.raI 

8 

/ 	\ \d 

Vellar ezruary—Lat. 	29 N. Long. 7249 '  E L.ocion of stations: 
A. opposke to ?vlst-jne Research Lab; B, ovstrr bed at Muihukkuthuri. 

Table 35 	Accuinu.lations of Copper in Certin Bivalves 

Expermentai A. gros M. cais.a C. madrasrnr4 Copper: dry weight (partslzo') 
concenunon Length Length Length 

(pw.i/10) (mit) (mm) (mm) A. graiosa M. =w C. wdrazeu- 

Avg. Avg. Avg. 
0020 26 35 $5 	- iç'i5 264 2.1.80 189 20-38 2 3 - 5 2  

29 39 59 Z372 1275 23'69 
32 43 68 25'31 163 2447 
35 46 78 2610  1651 2550 
39 49 - 3830 3725 - 

0'040 28 36 56 27-79 34 . 5 1725 18-.a '08 3910  
32 40 6o 27-78 1 40  39r0$ 
36 69 2758 1673 407 
4 1  42 188 4039 
44 - - 57_45 - - 

ooóo 29 37 55 323 3643 12'77 2015 34'58  48-74 
32 41 61 3266 2637 4515 
36 44 69 3065 1570 5359 
40 4-8  79 3099 25'73 6144 
42 - - 5558 - - 

0080 - 36 56 - 23'50 325 4254 7536 
- 39 62 - 16IZ 56-17 
- 42 70 - 35'80 
- 47 79 - 4356 970 

From: Accumulations of Cocper in Certain 3ivalves of Vellar 
Estuary 1  Porto Novo, South India in Natural and 
Exverimental Conthtions 
A. K. KUM..RAGRU & D. RAMAMOORTHI 	(1979) 
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In the Bay of Bengal studies on arsenic content showed values from <1 to 
I9.75 microgram/I with an average of 2.55 microgram/I. The highest concentrations 
were seen in the Cuif of 9annar off the northwest coast of Sri Lanka. 
Surface 	waters 	have 	<1 	to S.25 microgram/i and bottom waters <1 to 1.75 
microgram/l with the oxygen minimum layer carrying the minimum amount. In the fine 
clay 	regions of the Bay of Bengal the arsenic was absorbed into the sediment. In 
the Indian ocean, arsenic is found mainly as arsenate 	and 	it 	is removrd in 
particulate farm. 

Visakhapatnam Harbour is slightly further south of the Hooghly estuary 
and lies half way between Madras and Calcutta along the eastern 	coast. 	It is 
also affected by industrial effluent and receives 	effluent 	from fertiliser 
factories and oil refineries through the Mehadriggeda Stream. 	The Visakhapat.nam 
coast 	is 	rocky with 	a 	diverse 	growth of algae. Industrial, domestic and 
municipal sewage result in the presence of crude 	oil, 	iron 	ore 	dust 	and 
sulphur. 	Thermal 	blu-greeri algae are found in the thermal effluent of the oil 
refinery. 

In the early mornings of November 1974 and May, September and October 1975, 
mass mortality of Fish occurred. This was thought to be the result of an acidic 
effluent composed of amronia, fluorides, phenols and heavy metals such as ccDper 
and 1ed discharged from the fertiliser factory which lowered the aiready acidic 
pH in the northwestern arm. About 350 fish, mainly from the species 4emnatalosa, 
Megalops and )'ugil, per 100 ri stretch of canal died. ifl enclosed harbours, 
estuaries, lagoons and bays high in bicarbonate content, the addition of strong 
mineralacids can cause liberation of lorge amounts of carbon dioxide. This combined 
with a low dissolved oxygen content level due to photosynthetic inactivity during 
the night was the probable cause For the fish deaths. Mass mortality of fish due to 
ammonia poisoning has also been seen in Chitrapuzhe, a tidal tributary of 
the Cochin Backwaters. These kills have been attributed to effluent from two major 
industrial establishments in the area. 

8.5 	The west Asiatic Subcontinent 

Ammonia is often apparent in effluents. The accepted level of ammonie is 2.3 
ppm_ 	in the Cochin Backwaters, the present level is 42-560 ppm. Acids and 
suspended solids are also present in this region due to industrial pollution. 	In 
Kalamaserry this resulted in scattered patches of dead Ambassis gymnocephalus. At 

point A 12,00 1/d2y acid is discharged and at point B, 5C-0. million 3./day 	alkali 
(see 	fig. 	20). Some of the conditions of the water in this area and their effects 
on fish are as follows 	high temperature 	leads 	to changes in chemical and 
biochemical processes, an incrased turbidity causes 	choking -  of 	the 	ooerculun 
cavity and high ainonia concentrations corrode the gills. Studies on the 
toxicity of ammonia to various fish species was carried out at Goa. The toxicity of 
the ammonia depended on the solution it was in; at pH 8 anionia was more toxic then 
at pH 7. 5imilarly a decrease in the dissolved oxygen content increased the 
toxicity of non-ionized ammonia. rmsionia toxicity affects the growth rate, 
disease resistance and produces hyperplasia of the gill epithelium. Ammonia toxicity 
is correlated to the permeability of the gill to it. Often, the fish that are not 
indigenous to the area may have accidently entered it during feeding movements,. 
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The majority of the industrial effluent entering 	the 	Cochin Backwatpr 
stems 	from 	Eloor CUyogarnandal) belt which stretches 5 km along the banks. With 
sewage and industrial poTlution causing so much concern in the region, studies on the 
hydrographic features and water quality of the area have also been carried cut. 	The 
state of the water 	is 	influenced 	by 	the 	morisoonal 	conditions. 	some 
characteristics of the effluents enterinc the area are listed in table 6. The 
major stress is at station 2 	ble 	) and diminishes gradually from there both 	p 
stream and downstream. 	High 	levels 	of metals are noted particularly iron 1  
manganese, copper end zinc. 

Although all arise from industrial and municipal pollution, the iron concentrations 
are also influenced by leaching through iron ore bearing terrain. Organic 
carbon and organic matter levels showed enrichment in the area of a coconut 
husk retting yard. Bacterial counts are high and the sediments take on a black 
coloring and are naodrous. Honsoonal dilution and tidal mixing are too low to 
have any positive effect on the self purifying abilities of the system. The  
concentrations of some metals at different stations in Cochin are seen in table 37 
and comparisons of this data with data from other regions is seen in table 711 . 

A titanium factory situated 7  km from the 	.!larine 	Biological Station 	at 
5ankhenoghon, Trivartdrum in India, discharges an effluent containing sulphuric acid, 
Ferrous sulphate and small scale titniun sulphate. In March and November, the 
effl.uent is especiafly heavy in ferrous sulphate r.125 g/l whereas the range at 
other times is usually 2.007 g/l - C.PM g/l. Curing these months few 
interstitial fauna are seen on the affected trooical sandy beach, with none close to 
the discharge point. This depletion is not due to natural causes. Tests have shown 
that species of copeDod, nematoda, archiannelid and polychaste cannat tesist 
concentrations above 0.0C21 a/i at pH 7.1. In '1ay, the maximum number of animals 
is 21 per 0.5 1 of sand but in the other months only 6-1a animals per 0.5 1 of sand 
are found. The animals seen are foramirtifera, ciliata, coelenterata, 
turbellaria, riematoda, gastotricha, astracoda, capepoda and isopcda. The sand has 
become a brawny colour due to the presence of iron in the discharge. This clogs 
the interstices and the lack of fauna from the outfall point to 	metres along the 
beach is due to this as well as to the reruced oxygen content and pH. From 

m From the outfall, the beach is still moderately affected with some slight 
effect 	after 	a distance of 20 rn. Near the titanium plant 'the ricarshore wters 
of the Khuve1i beach are very polluted due to the daily discharge of 16CCI m of 
wastes. pM can range from l.4-2.5. studies on foraminifera show less specimens in 
the region. When they are found it is often with corroded surfaces due to the acidic 
nature of the effluent. 

cmbay is the second most Dopulated ciy 	in 	Tndia. 	it 	has many 
industries and ef'luents from these industries are a major pollution problem. 
#bout 75 million rn of industrial effluent is discharged from 9oaibay every year. 
The current measurements for this area indicate that the movement off 90mbey is 
northward in the rising tide and southward in the falling tide. South of the 
harbour, there are strong onshore and offshore components. Tidal phenomena appear to 
help dissipate the pollution to some extent in this region. 

The mercury content entering the ocean has caused great concern since 
the Minamata disaster. Some regions of the Indian ocean have been tested for mercury 
content as seen in table 19. The mercury concentration is constantly increasing 
due to its long residence time. It is Found mainly in the coastal areas. The content 
of mercury in various organisms has been recorded. Values for concentrations in food 
fi5h in the Indian ocean are shown in table aC. 
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38 	Tiarsor of L) 	±zc :ifere 
eszec: zo Cc: 

- COMPARISON or PRzszsr DATA WITS REPORTED Th-TA FOR WArRS PROM D1FFERET ARIAS 

Ranges of conc in DreSet StuCV 	zfhtrr Values 	lire' 

Surface ortom 

IRON 
125-4586 2286-9771 10-30 Porto 	Novo 	waters. 	Higher 	paniculate 

concentration at thebOttom 	also 	retorted 
0-65-180 	gfl \Vaters 	around Goa. 	Wgber iron 	ce0- 

tration 	observea attrbut!± to the 	tniziag 
operation in the area 

5 - 744 4-8-97 2-21 Waters of 	ornbjy 
40-42 Bntish coastal watersi and Porto Novo water 

125-1022 \Vatets of Goa 7 . High content has bee-n expl.aan- 
- ed as a result of 	in acrIvttv in the area 

COPPER 
0_8-59 09-137 2478 Waters of English Channel" and high vSIue 

lass been artnbuted to land drainage 
1-45 San Juan Channe' 

0-14-8 Sarga.aao Sea water" 
- Av. Copper content for river and ocean water, 

3 and 3 respecteh" 
0-542 Porco Novo waters' 
1-7-7-9 Arabian Sea watr5' 

Zc 
2-3-1132 31-836 28-35 Bombay vate 

08-32-6 Sargasso Seati 
21-38 Oresund. 	High values due to the iuueflCe 

of sewage euents 
1-3-47-6 British 	coastal 	waters" 	due 	to terre5tia1 

contamination 
28-423 Goa ws±era 
5-5-42-4 A,rsbian 5' 

?rom Particulate Iron, Manganese, Copper and Zinc in 
Waters of the Cochin Backwater 
v: N. SANKARANARAYANAN & R. $TZPN 	(1978) 



39 : 	Surface Sam1e r 	crcu:. ro 
te 1nd.ar Oc: 

Lcntude Latitude Date Mercury 
nc/i 

Weight of 
Suspended 
Matter 

18 55.5's 60 40.0'E 1972-8 Nov. 20 12 

06 33.E'S 78 11.0 1 E 12 Nov. 20 38 

30 42.5'S 34 08.5 1 E 1973-10 Nov. 21 - 

27 24.0'S 42 15.0'E 19 Jan. 10 36 

25 24.0'S 49 45.O'E 27 Apr. 12 25 

14 35.5'S 58 35.5'E 5 Jul. 35 65 

12 46.0'S 69 37.0 1 E 1 May 11 U. 

07 47.0'E 73 54.0 1 E 13 Jan. 6 11 

06 57..O'S 68 5.0'E 3 Jul. 20 101 

01 17.0 1 S 82 37.0'E 4 May 34 19 

06 34.5'S 91 55,0 1 E 22 Jun. 18 142 

01 44.0'N 77 12.0 1 E 22 Jun. 17 64 

'rom: Observation on the Oistribution of Dissolved 
Mercury in the Oceans. 
D. GRDINER (1965) 

4 
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Tabic 40 	 Cctr::cs 	Scrc 

rcr :he 	)cear 

Species Minimurr 1ean Maxirrurn 

Pmfret 15 16.5 18 

Seerfish 9 12.5 16 

Skipjack 6 65.0 124 

Jew Fish 16 19.0 22 

Sardine 4 6.0 8 

Borrtbay Duck 26 35.5 45 

Catfish 5 35.5 62 

Eel 8 14.0 20 

Ribbon Fish 4 8.0 12 

Whitefish 1 3.5 6 

Mackeral 2 5.0 

Sole 12 14.0 16 

Cuttlefish 6 23.0 40 

Lobster 19 31.0 55 

Edible Oyster 9 12.5 16 

Sharks 12 40.0 62 

Shrimps 5 1010 30 

From; Baseline Study of the Level of 
Concentration of Mercury in the Food Fishes 
of Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea and 
Indian Ocean. 
V. D. RAMAMURTH (1979) 
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From studies done along the west coast of tndia 	from Bombay to Cochin, 
concentrations of mercury at different depths are recorded giving lower values as 
the depths increase, orobab 1 y 25 2 result of adsorption on to 	particulate 	matter. 
Apart 	from 	off 	Cochin (at station 7 26 in fig. 21) the average concentration of 
mercury present, 77 ng/1, appears to 	correspond with global values (Atlantic 
flcan 0.5-225 ng/l Pacific 12-15' ng/1, China and japan Seas 6-51 ng/fl. 

In general the Bay of Bengal is more polluted by mercury than the Arbian Sea 
except for the recion near Bombay and Thana. The mercury content of the 
water column estimated along Ihana Creek/Bombay 1-(arbour (figure 22, gave a value 
of about Ti kg in excess of the expected backround count. Hercury 
concentrations in sediment from Ll locations varied from 0.17 - 8.21 ppm 	(dry 
weight) (see 'ables 41-). The highest values were found in the creek region which 
suggests a substantial input in this area. The mercury enriched layer 	in 	the 
sediment cores (figure r ) has about 1C - 	cm in the creek region and 0.9 cm in the 
harbour area. 	Results obtained from around Bombay at Thana and Colaba markets 
show the brain of fish to accumulate more mercury than the muscle and the bone 
(table 44). 	Measurements of mercury concentrations present in the Laccadive Sea 
carried out in March 1978, show values ranging from 45 ng/l to 204 rig/i. 	Values 
increase from north to south and decrease offshore. Localized high spats probably 
arise due to leaching from mercury carrying rocks. 

Al.ong the coast of Coa, seaweeds were monitored at 5 spots. The specimens 
showed an ability to biocancentrate and accumulate trace metals such as cobalt, 
copper, iron, manganese, nickel, lead and zinc. Results of a study of the 
effects of different metIs an seaweeds of the Coa coast are seen in table 45. 
Some values for concentrations of trace metals zinc, copper, manganese and iron 
in fish, prawn and crab are seen in table 66. The effects of trace metal 
concentrations on different marine orgenisms along the coast of India are seen in 
tables 47  and 48. Concentrations of copper, zinc, manganese, cobalt, iron 
end nickeL were measured in particulate and dissolved form in the Arabian See. 
Generally dissolved cooper shows a decrease with depth and particulate copper an 
tncrease at mid-depths. High values at increased depths are due to accumnu1tion by 
organisms and sediment. Dissolved iron and manganese showed a noticeable 
increase at depths of 500m. Iron and zinc values are higher nearshore due to coastal 
input; nickel and cobalt values were low. 

From October 1577 to September 1978, chaetognath 	fauna 	were studied 	in 
the Bombay region at Thar,a, Halu, Bombay harbour and VQrsova. The maximum density 
of chastognaths were found in the post monsoon period and the fluctuations in 
population and species density were greater in the polluted area. Sagitta bedati was 
most common of the Segitt species present. 

In Pakistan, industrial development is 	advancing 	rapidly. 	More 	than 
half the country's 	industry is situated around Karachi which has a population 
of 4.5 millIon. Sewage running through uncemented drains and 	linking with 
bigger drains containing industrial effluent all discharge into the sea. Despite 
the laws against dumping dangerous industrial wastes, local factories still 
release untreated mercury, lead compounds, chlorine and hydrochloric acid into the 
rivers. For example, 70 of the contaminants in the waste water flowing into the 
River Lyari come from the local factories. 5C0 values of 1,7 tons/day were 
obtained from effluent from Karachi of which 94.5% were from industrial wastes. 
.bout 800 industries are situated here comprising aimentary products, nets 1  and 
non-metal manufacturing, paper and pulp, rubber, tobacco, petrol, coal and chemical 
products. These industries are concentrated on the SITE, LITE, west-Wharf and 
Korangi Industrial sites. 
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21 : 	 Scc a1es cr 	r: C:rc:rs 
Ti 	ies: Cs: 

- TrL MECT..'Y 

Saon Deoh 	CQnC. 	Scac5on Deoth Cort 
No. j 	ng t 	No m1 g 	1 -1  

I 	32 
297 tOO 	52 

50 	13 

1 	130 
303 10 	71 1 - 

20 	84 	316 10 187 
05 90 

1 	116 
304 10 	142 1 

13 	32 	326 50 181 

I 	26 1 123 
23 	32 	31 500 90 

308 so 	136 1200 181 
75 	84 

1 58 
1 	58 	338 500 187 

100 	32 1 000 110 
313 500 	26 

800 	39 

Surfa.ce av, 77 ig l. 
tExchided from calculation. 

- 	
i3C 
	 20 

Bcmbai 
O4  

- 

I 	 'lcrrnuo 
1 

Cochin 40 . 71 

331 

1231 

loot  

-- lOQOf 

z0• 	 I 

From: Total Mercury ConcentratiOns in the Arabian Sea 
Waters off the Indian Coast 
S. Y. S. SI1GBAL S. SANZCIRI & R. SEN GUPTA (1979) 
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20 
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Stations 	3 

- 90 - 

42 	Merc.v Lev.j.s lr. 

in ' - aier o1Thna Crct&i Bornoav i-iiinou 

1cr 	.Icr Mass or  Mean H 	concenr:acon '.1as 	Hg Excess H 
in 	.:rr in in 

n (t.1iI -.i 

0311 05 
Ii, 12 0302 

11 

 

9 

IV 0. 186 1 2.4 
50 2650 0241 &3 43.9 

Vt 	 9 5.S 0.W 4.4 	J 

Table 43 	Metr Levels in Sediment 

'.tercur' in sediment of Thana (rc. 

Con1arninuon 	 Sedi 
m2s' 

Scrnent ml 

29 0.20 
II 	 61 016 	 - 	415 

III 	 49 0.10 

He Etirnatcd sedimenc 
FAV weghi mercury 

It) 

2.5 21 

1.0 14.) 
2.5 

Figire 23 	Merur-v in Some Sediment Cores 

i 

From: Merci.zry in Thana Creek, Bombay Harbour 

M. D. ZINCE & B. N. DESAI 	(1981) 
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Table 45 	Trace Meta' Concentrations in the Seaweeds 
off the Goa Coast, 1ndi. 	(ozn dry wt.) 

Trace Me21 Conccnuflan w the Sc.aweeds of Goa Cot (valurs expescd in ppm/dry weiht1 

Simon 	 SL No., Name of spemes 	 Co 	C 	Fc 	Mn 	Ni 	Pb 	Zn 

1.Oapo 1.Ene,o,Orp)wc1aIh'iflo 15.18 30.23 1292.51 2685.53 34.55 9.17 11.52 
2, Lthcre:icuLaIil 10.56 13.85 1169.23 1721.04 39.06 17.76 8.89 
1 Gradflrw Yrrrucosa 34.52 15.61 1076.77 3420.56 13.52 2.59 11.74  

11. Asjun 1. Cu/erpc scriularloides 4.35 5.03 587.50 74.58 17.02 14.9 11-07 
2.L?cfasczaSa 6-07 6.70 722.34 111.25 9.61 15.24 23.80 
3. Dicryoro isp. 9.24 5.84 710.20 94.77 9.33 9.51 9.95 
4Fodir.afetr5IrOm.tiC.0 435 7.86 1004.53 344.20 10.31 2.95 7.60 
5, 5,rjsurr..IenerTmUm 7.92 1.53 471.93 79.81 7.31 34.73 5.40 
6.AcanthophOraSPecfeFC 7.39 80.41 190.61 90.72 13.62 6.07 12.61 
7. Grari7aria corficata 7.92 4.53 564.96 144.86 	- 22.03 1100 12_27 
8.Hyp,amuscifOrmiS 6.07 6.53 615.82 96.21 9.61 16.04 11.74 

III. Bp tI7icfoscthfa 8.58 7.30 353.46 1075.65 7.01 16.04 2.79 
DicryolD sEp. 5.94 1032 784.94 153.47 8.01 36.04 7.38 

3,fadina ieZrQSSrOrnhJIiCa 8.52 4.03 - 657.81 530.65 8.51 1029 4.47 
4.Sargassim lene,rimu'n 7.92 5.79 328.09 4267 3.$0 1261 .11.30 
5.Acashophorcspeciferc 7.26 12-59 238.85 63.13 9.51 8.02 11.80 
6. Gpoolarig cortic.alq 11.28 3.52 261.97 180.19 6.00 9.74 3.69 

W. D002 Pa1a 1. Colpomenw sinuor. 10.56 21.06 1796.22 258.15 23.03 20.06 21.48 	- 
2.Dictyopierisausrrahr 3.03 8.36 685.74 131.52 11.31 20.97 21.26 

Dicryoza ssp. 2.64 12-99 582-69 100.39 11.71 .14.1 18.19 
4.Podinalelrosz'omalic.0 5.67 6.70 755.66 412.72 12.33 28.31 11.70 

Srgnzsizm reherrimurn 4.82 8.96 451.32 140.55 8.73 14.55 6.04 
6.Aconzhophorcspecifera 13.20 7.40 796.11 344.16 34.72 17.19 13.80 
7J,ypnec nwxciforrzis 8.84 8.56 779.74 238.79 12-72 31.80 1036 

V. C2b0-de'Rama 1. Cau7erPa pJ:Ia 9.63 1159 1596.86 136.24 38.33 19.48 38.19 
2- c0djumelongoruln 2.84 3.82 680.92 7242 17.72 12.95 11.97 
3. Dictyopierii augtralix 132 9.72 492.54 32.92 .5.30 14.55 57.44 
4.Fodina terro.rrrorriorica 4.62 3.17 382.52 205.09 2.01 13.75 9.78 
5.Sortassum renrirni1m 1.32 15.46 13048 43.02 6.31 11.48 32.49 

Spcihogtossumcsperum 1.98 5.54 130.40 2509 0.50 12.34 24.55 
S:oechospermum n1arg1'narIm 5.94 33.60 868.16 84.61 35.32 19732 203.88 

8.itconihophoraspecifea 1.32 13.45 1012.24 88.20 1302 13.75 28.71 
9. Gjvcflaric corsicra 10.95 9.22 1028-61 159.91 34.32 1868 35.21 

From: Met'al Concentrations in Some Seaweeds of Goa. 
V. V. A1-LkDI, N. B. El-IOSLE & A. C. UNTWALE (1978) 
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TA1e 46 	ner'.: 	rsf Sc 	:c 
.sc. 	rwn ,and C:- 

wt 

Orgar...s Ziic Comoer Man;anese :: 

'sr. 9.42 0.88 1.41 11.$0 

(.us 	ecies 

22.17 2.30 1,30 3.00 

30-35 4.35 3.74 
1 	 - 

Prawns 
Azcells £id.ius 11.15 11.20 - 1300 

Cra 
CScv2lla serrata) 83.50 23.60 4.76 255.20 

60.70 34.00 - 114.20 

Sea Water 14.54 5.50 2.78 9.50 
.vera 

DistrthLtn of Zi.nc, C3per, manganese and :r. 
..ri Bombay Hobour Say. 

	

V. K . MATR 5. GAT 	& K C. PZTrA 	1981) 
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4E 	Tzc Mea. Cc 	:at.ors in 
r-ire 	ar- 

Cry 
j.ocaticr. 	CCTIc. 	Q 	neta1 	ppr1 dry  wl 

A 	Cu Zz Mt 

MAJ1Z 	CAE 

w A 	çror 
-- 

6$ C 63 	232 	17-6 10-6 
& io-i 10.5 	135 

Cauepa J41'b47FOW 
pori 	(Grey 	uUet:' 

Vizattor 29 
A 
B 

	

8-3 	28-6 	47-8 

	

12-6 	213 	63 
17.9 
26- 3 

Anjurz 3.2 	6 , 7 Ii-9 173 
BaR&  3.5 , 8 ,  216 Eir&0i"s 	suragrnsis 	(Pearl 	Dot} 

- Srgii 	iiiiCrmm  2-6 	17 	76-5 — 

11-2 	14-9 	51-8 — 
a.ga.tor 10-4 

2 270  sIrri24 	Aangur 	ackere1 
D0.& Paia 15-6 	10-3 40-1 

586  3-2 	23-2 	23•4 42 

CR12s-rACw-s & MQLLLTSC5 

oysre 
DQ.a Pa1& 7 	20-1 238 388 

56 	433 	715 32 
yoa Baga 4.. 	2S 	1. 

Mi.-aa 2-3 	251 	4-46 — 

Dana ?z1& 6-7 	12-9 57-9 550 Doca ?aia 	3-5 	336 	218 — 
Shunclao 5-1 	480 	2232 11-7 

HypPtil2 
- 

Crc-r-osSr.a pypAodrs (Edb1e oystera) 

2. 194 63 Caporz 3-2 	210 	323 — tboa Paula. 3-9 	15 22-1 361 Ver 5-8 	173 	550 — 

- Ps"avux ,,to,do,i (Tiger pra) 

Ltivgnslhus 	p414It5 	(Silver btlliC3) 

(Pawt) 
D 1-2 	6-1 21 12-9 I D 13-6 	28-9 	32-3 — 

OLou rsbr (Rosy JW 
swig 	b) 

D 1-3 	5-2 15-7 - 

D 23-2 	94-4 	72-7 — 

- PAZ~&n4 4d 	(Sh&d) 
Myjiiw virvd.` 	(C.-==or 	53el) 

C 2-1 	36 — 
— D 4 	6-1 - P.aga 9-6 	129 	353 — 
— M.ira.m.ar 2-2 	2.5 -0 	63 -0 — 

a.-gcIiis 	P&Dret) 2-9 	6-6 	21-2 — 

C 0-5 	2-5 	- 40-2 
- 

1.9 Mereirix caric iv&ives 
1-7 	12 2118 12-6  

Cliapora. 10-9 	16-1 	$0-2 — 

A, B. C. D are =aWling 	ei 	(F1g. 1. 
C 	- 	 0-3 	2-6 	13-' 	15-9 
D 	 0-2 	3-4 	11-3 	81 

S'dweU fiy,thriou S&z.it) 

B  
C 	 2-3 	12-4 	17-6 	— 
D 	 7-6 	3-9 	7-5 	3-8 

FCt; A5e113.C, Cp€r, Zinc and Man canese in the 11a.rine F —I ore  
and Fawa o r CQaSa1 £Stuar3.ne ates around Goa 
M- D. ZIGDE, S. Y . S. 5:NC3AL, C. F. MORS & 

C. V. G. REDDY 	(1576) 
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9.0 	OIL POLLUT!1N 

9.1 	Introduction 

with the increasing number and sizes of 	tankers 	travelling through the 
Tndian Ccen area, fear of oil spills has also increcsed. Some paths used by theso 
tankers are shown in fig. 24. In 1979, 355 million tonnes of oil was transported 
through the main route from the rabian Sea to the Far East. Cil pollution risks 
include coil isions or aroundings of laden tankers an operations'- 'lisc'aroe From 
tankers in bn)last condition. 

The hydrocarbons usually found in the ac 	caan 	are 	a mixture 	of 
saturated and aromatic compounds. The aromatic fractions ore usually the more toxic 
and raeIy arise from crude oil spiLs or refinery produce. Sampling from the top 
meter show a smaller amount than 	expected. It is thus thought 	that 	the 
aromatics are preferentially removed by evaporation, for those of 015 and lighter 
and dissolution for those of CiC and lighter. Heavier fractions are often adsorbed 
onto suspended materials and sink to the bottom being washed ashore by heavy wave 
action in monsoon months. Degradation and absorption are other means by which oil 
is removed. 

9.2 	East Africa 

Despite the opening of the Suez Canal, the major 	tanker routes 	from 
the Cuif to Europe, which are adjacent to the East Coast of AFrica, are still heavily 
used. Over 12 years, 21 individual spill.s of more than 160 tcnnes have occured 
in the area. Examples of these are the Ennerdale which lost ic,rco gallons fuel oil 
off Mah, Seychelles, the Silver Ocean which lost 1,5t'O tonnes off the 
southern tip of Madagascar, the 279,TC ton tanker Albahaa B which exploded 	and 
sank 3CC miles of Tanzania in April 190 and the Tayeb which broke up on the reefs in 
Mauritius in 	19 7 2 	and 	released 200 tcnnes of heavy oil. 	East Africa is 
beginning to accept heavy tankers and hence the orobability 	of oil 	pollution 
occurring has increqscd. Often, contamination of the East african Coast by oil is 
due to slicks being brought in by coastal currents From soillages in the open ocean. 
This is esepecially true along the Kenya coast during the southwest monsoon when 
it is carried onshore by the Etiatnria1 Counter Current. 

Oil pollution is noticed from Diani Beach 	in 	Kenya 	and northwards. 
Some 	cntaminatjon 	is 	noted 	at 	Monbase, Kisumu and Nakuru, the Former frcm 
tankers and refineries and the latter from a diesel station. Poor . algal 
communities were seen in the port and creek areas of Mombasa, Kenya and it is 
possible that pollution by oil siloks has put some restraint on growth in 
Kilindini Harbour for example. Algae appear to have damaged some of the coral 
reefs by smothering the corals after invasion of the ecosystem probably 
triggered off by eutrophic conditions. The south coast of Mornbesa suffers most 
from this in March and june and may be contaminated by oil from unloading and loading 
of ships from refineries seen in the Mombasa area. Cii is also found on the 
coasts from wastes from industrial sites but as yet is not a serious threat. In 
recent research programmes, the presence of tar balls an the coast of Kenya has 
been montored. On ShelJey Beach, south of Hombasa, 	tar concentrations 	of 
29.5 g/m 	ere recorded with individual lumps weighing up to 3 kg being found. 

'ii is also appearing along the coasts of Somalia, in the proximity 	of 
the 	oil tanker route. Some of the oil pollution along these coasts is due to 
contamination from ships cearing their holds before entering the oil ports. 
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In Tanzania, oil pollution has been noted close to a refinery near the  
floating oil macring in Dar es Salaan. Tanzania, too, is near the tanker route 
and some damace to coral reefs can be observed with many of the beaches showing some 
crude oil contamination. At Zanzibar, values of 1,62C g per 1CC square yards 
have been recorded and at Mafia Tsland, 1,5C o per 1CC square yads 	Deposition 
is dependant an the prevaiJirig winds and currents and is hicher durno the  
southwest monsoon when the dl is cerrted by the South Equatorisl Current to the 
southern roast of East Africa. 

'he Tslands 

In Madagascar, a refinery at TamatarT handling 200,CCC tomes per annum, 
periodically causes local pallutiari problems. Due 	to 	the increasing 	nker 
traffic 	in 	the 	Mozambique Channel , some contamination has been seen lcng the 
western and southern coasts of Madagascar. 

Tn Mauritius the degree of oil pollution has not yet become alarming 	but 
it is a threat since the breakup of two ships near Mauritius in 1972 and 197 6. 
In 197, a mass of tar balls appeared off the east coast of Mauritius carried 
in by the Sotfth Equatorial Current from a slick in the open ocean but no serious 
darnaue to Flora or Fauna was noticed. There is also some concern about the poSsible 
sDillS in the future near the site of a new oil, refinery being set up on the west 
coast of Mauritius. 

Some contamination of oil from the washing of oil tankers has been seen just 
off Colobo port oFf the west coast of Sri Lanka. 

The Seychelles, although fairly 	distant 	from 	major 	tanker routes, 
ecperierrce heavy deposits of oil on the northern and western sides for example off 
Mah6 Islar-id. Aldabra, too, is subject ta oil contamination and some fouling by 
tar balls has been noticed on the beaches of the islands. 	Although the Royal 
Fleet 	Auxiliary, Errerdale, 	was 	grounded 	in 	the Seychelles area in 19 7 C, 
offshore winds carried the 64 km slick seaward and no dmage was noted to Fauna 
or 	flora. 	The rupture of a submarine hose caused a spill in February 1979 but 
despite the oil blowing into the South East Island cove, wind 	and wave 	action 
dispersed it and again no damage to species was noted. 

In Kilton, in the Laccadives, the tanker 'Transhuron' was grounded 	TCC 
km 	From 	the 	mainland island 	see Fig 25). Cn the southwest rocky shore, rock 
pools had floating oi in them. Dead Fish, lobsters and crab were seen and fish 
and holothurian were Pound later on the beach. In the lagoon, plankton and seaweed 
were found dead. Due to the lrck of oxygen and turbidity, both pelagic and 
benthic species were killed. The hermatypic corals were badly hit and fishing was 
temporarily banned. The east coast was contamination Free but on the west coasb 
tar-like materials were found '-IC cm deep in the beach lagoon. 
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F.gure 25 	Sketch of Site of Oil SpiJ from the Tazker 

Transhuron and the Area Zfected 

'Trshuron 

The 

Island 

4 

Reef 

r '—ut.i' 1  

From: Oil sjl1 in the Laccadives from the oil tanker Transhuron 
S. Z. QASIN P. N. NAIR AND P. SIVAAS 	(1974) 
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9.4 	The Asiatic Subcontinent 

Many studies on the presence of oil have 	been 	carried 	out along 	the 
Indian coastline. Fioure 26 Fnd table 69 show the presence of oil slicks around the 
asiatic subcontinent. In June 157 the M.T. cosmos Pioneer broke up near 
Parbnder on the Cujerat coast of northwest India. 1,CCC tonnes of LDO black 
ci!) was released into the prevailing southwest monsoon. The 70- km/h winds caused 
the oil slick to change direction, the shape and pattern 	of 	the 	slick 	was 
dependant on the tide and current. 70 19 of the barnacle population was killed due to 
an oil coating end cil an the tha!lus of plants 0150 caused damage to the flora. The 
oil became less viscous when wormed by the summer sun and ran over new areas 
contaminating more plants. The local fish were reported to have a diesel taint. 
of the top and 25-Q' of the sides of the rock were covered in oil with up to 4 
cm-deep oil in rock pools. The lower and middle areas of the coast were not so 
badly affected due to being constantly washed by the waves. 

Tar-like materials, first seen in 1970 and 	increasing 	-5 times since 
1911., are becoming a common site on beaches in India. Oil wastes and tar balls were 
found for 100 km along the Gna coast (see table 50). In March/April. of 1970, a 3 
year investiaatioti of 24 beaches began, coinciding with the start of wind in 
the caastal direction. Tar balls 1-8 rrwn in diameter were found floating in the 
water. 	Q law tide deposition is less and at low and mid-tide they are transitory 
as the tar balls tend to concentrate at high tide 	and suoratide level. Sand and 
leaves found in the tar balls indicate that they have been on the coast and sometimes 
moved along the coast, for example from a mangrove region. Polychaete tubes and 
teritella shells show how far from the coast they can be, probably near 
coastal ship routes. Algae and goose brnac1es growing an them suggest they have  
been around long enough to become a substratum (see for example tab!e 51). In 
February 1972, contamination was seen to a 10 m depth. 	The increase 	in 	the - 
Indian shipping fleet could account for the increasing concern over the 
problem: in 1947 there were 59 ships with a gross tonnage of 1.92 lakh tons and in 
1975, 259 ships with a gross tonnage of 26.17 lakh tons. 

The site of contamination 	is 	deoendant 	on 	currents, 	wave action, 
configuration 	of 	the 	beach 	and the level of degradation. These materials 
probably arise from tanker washings and, inter-tidal discharge when no 	accidents 
are 	reported and the quantity is too large to be accounted for by natural seepage. 
The east coast samDles seem to be more weathered as indicated by the larger 
percentage of asha1tene that they contain. 

Oils often affect organisms by coating the gills and hence limiting 	the 
oxygen exchange with the surface. Ingestion of volatile oaraffth, alefiri and 
aromatic hydrocarbons can cause functIonal alterations. Certain aromatic 
constituents of oil are carcinogenic. The majority of the toxic constituents are 
water soluble and volatile and are thus quickly lost unless the spill is 
continuous or extensive. On the Indian coast, of the 59 beaches studied only 2 were 
not contaminated with tar bells. On the west coast, deposition starts in May/June and 
on the east coast, in December/January with the start of the southwest and northeast 
monsoons respectively. 

Off the coast of Caa, measurements were made of 	the concentration 
of petroleum hydrocarbons in water, plankton and sediment. 5urface values in 
the south were round to be higher than those in the north ranging from 16. 
micrograms per litre to 42.P micrograms per litre. Similar distribution was 
found for plankton ':19.5 - 60.e micrograms per litre) and sediment with values 
higher nearer the coast. 
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0bir-aiicns on oil slicks and Qthec rtctir 	poIi1JLatu ver 
5'-square in the Indian 0ein. Numbers at the Iowcr right hand 
corneN of ihequares Indicaie the ioiaJ occasions when oil clicks 
were sihicd. 'lijmbcr 31 the top i1t hand comers indicate he 
ocsions of the absence of oil 5tpc. 

From: Present State of 011 Pollution in the Northern 
Indian Ocean 
R. SEN GUPTA & T. W. KUREISiY 	(1981) 
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Table 49 	Concertra.ior.s c P roleum Residues 
ze Ncrther I.an Ocer 

aan Sea 

(rn) 
Nu.mber of 0bservatons Mear. 	 Rance 

(j.*g/kg 	(pg/kg) 

0 39 35.5 0 - 395 

10 34 30.6 3 r 217 

20 15 29.4 2 - 112 

Mean of all values 32.5 

Bay of Bengal 

Depth 
(m) 

Number of ObserJations 
- 

T 	ean 
(pg/kg) 

Range 
(pg/kg) 

0 46 29.1 4 - 229 

10 43 25.1 2 - 147 

20 43 17.6 1-75 

Mean of all values 24.1 

From: Present State of Oil Pollution in the 
North Indian Ocean 
R. SEN GUPTA & T. W. KUISHY (1981) 
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Tab1 	51 	Cacrz.cs c Some 
Fcd alonc z 	1n.a Coas- 

Sutninary of the survey siw wing deposition at different tide Ieves 

S(. Type of Depo 	ion (gt 2 ) 	at differcnc 
SLaon tide 	jevels Rernarics 

No. beach EHWS XTL MTL 	LL 

1 Porbander Open sea 2.28 31.5 - 	 - Wave action very 
hih 

2 Odedar Open sea 230.50 90.00 15.25 	- Beach gradient very 
steep. A1ga growth 
on the deposit. 

3 Cosabara Esuarinc 750.01 2375.00 630.00 	- Piastic beads 	mbcd. 
ded in deposits 

4 Veraval Open sea 5.30 165.50 1.73 	- Goose barnacles 
(Lepas 	On coal 
tar lumps 

5 Frabnas- Open Sea 6.25 250.90 124 	0.72 Plastic beads and 
puttam ( Lepas sp. 	found 
Somnath associated 	with 

deposit ion 

6 Dumas Estuanne 1.05 15.25 - 	 - Traces cfoi—]m in 
Surat - inth.ieice the irtcrtida1 region. 

EHWS Exuene High Water of Springs MTL Mid Tide 
HTL High Tide Level 	 LTL Law Tidc Level 

Fortti: Oil Pollution Along Guarat Coast and its 
Possible Source 
S. N. DWIVZDI, E. N. QESAI A. H. PARULEKA.R & 
V. JOSANTO 	(1974) 
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The fringing manaroves cf O-oa are po'uted by 	oil 	notably from 	ship, 
barge 	and trw1er engines. Pctrol, diesel and motor cii show significant adverse 
effects on growth and survival of seedings. avicennia species are more sensitive 
than the Phizcphora. 	Sanneratia species have been defoliated near Eleohanta 
Is]and, Bombay as a result of Frequent crude oil spillage. There is damage to 	both 
leaf and 	rcot, the latter probably by clogging of lenticels and air holes or orop 
roots. What starts 25 adverse growth is often ultimate death. 

survey of petroleum hydrocarbon concentrations in the shelf regions and 
adjacent waters of the west coast of India showed resuits seen in fig. 27. All the 
surface, values ranged From C.12-2.44 mg/i. CPFf Bombay the results were amongst 
the highest as a result of the busy port and industrial area, and the proximity of 
the Arabian Sea tanker route and Bombay High, the site at which petroleum 
exploration is underway. Studies on probable oil patch movement from a 
hypothetical spill have been carried out at the Bombay High reoion see figs. 	2 
and 29 and table 52. These are an overall view and would be affected by any 
residual changes in current and wind but it is encouraging to find studies being 
made before any incident has occurred. 

According to studies made in 1975-1976 on beaches 	in 	India, 	cii 
contminatiori has decreased by 25%, the reason given being the decreasing number of 
tankers going through the Arabian Sea since the openino of the Suez Canal. A lot of 
the oil pollution occurring along the beaches is a result of the southwest ronsoon 
carrying spifls to the Indian Ooast from the Western Arabian Sea. 

A petroleum complex with a refinery is situated on 	the 	East Coast 	of 
India at Manati, 25 km from Madras. After treatment of the wastes, most of the oil 
has been removed and as yet no damage to fauna or flora has been noted. 

Polyurethane can be used for oil clean-up techniques and experiments in 
India have shown that a local brand can absorb up to tOC of it's own weight and be 
re-used once the cii has been squeezed out of it. Oil disoersants are more coonly 
used to attempt to disperse oil slicks but often they are found to be more 
toxic than the oil slick itself. Results 	of 	some 	laboratory 	experiments 	are 
shown table 5. 	Mortality usually occurred within 46 hours after which, survival 
indicated adaptation to the 	environment. 	With 	the mussel, excessive mucus 
secretion, f2iLure to form new byssal threads and irritation of the apithetium 
was noticed. With the prawn, reversal was oosible if the specimen was transferred 
back to clean  water but it depended on the dispersant it had been in. Dispersants 
2, 7 and A were more toxic than 1, although all of them were toxic to some extent the 
aromatic part being the most toxic. The dispersants were seen to be less toxic when 
mixed with oil and are most effective when used on a ?:1 ratth with the oil. 

Although hydrocarbon degrading bacteria counts studied in the Eastern Indian 
Ocean indicate the presence of large numbers of them, no correlation was discovered 
between their presence and the presence of oil. Once the volatile Fractions of the 
oil are lost it is in a dispersed state readily available for the bacteria to 
degrade. Degradation is a slow process and often tarry residue is seen on 
rocks, settling-birds and beaches before the bacteria have a chance to degrade the 
0±1 sufficiently. New "tar killer bacteria" are being investigated in Oca which 
are reputed to have an accelerated bio-degradaticn capability. 
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Table 52 	TimA Taker. for Oil Patch -to - 	 -- 
Reach and Effect the Ccastline 

Time of SilJ. Coastline threatened as a Time Interval Seteen 
result of spill Spill and Oil Reaching 

the Shore 

Early March No threat - 

mid March Far South of Bombay 105 days 
Early April Around Karar 45 
Mid kDril Around Ratnagirl 35 
Early May 70-80 km South of Bombay 22 
Early June 	- Around Bombay 10 
Early July 70-80 	North of Bombay 4 11 

Early Aug-ust Around Bombay 7 	1 

Early September 70-90 cn South of Bombay 22 
Mid September No threat - 

Froin Probable Movements of a Hypothetical Oil Patch 
from the Bombay High Region 
A. D. QOUVEIA & P. C. KURU1 	(1977) 
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In Pakistan, the Manore Channel and backwaters have been subject to oil 
contamination particularly in the lower harbour areas and eastern backwaters. Over 
12,0CC tonnes of oil was discharged into (arachi Port in I9EC. High tide carries 
oil-contaminated waters up Chinna Creek into the eastern backwaters and henoe 
increases the area affected by the oil. The basin is reported nearly black with oil 
and the deuradation prodtcts thereof. The incoming coastal water mixes not only 
with the oil but also with the outfall waters of Lyari River and returns these 
polluted waters to the coastal areas. 

1C.r 	POLLUTION FROM 0E5TIC ANC MUNICIPAL SOURCES 

10.1 	Introduction 

In the littoral states of the Indian Ocean, most of the effluent 	from 
municipal 	and dcmestic sources is released untreated into natural waters. There are 
few sewage treatment plants in the region and where they are present they are 
often overloaded and in bad working order. Stabilization (oxidaticn) ponds are an 
ideal way of treating sewage as the climatic ccnditions of the area are 
suitable for this form of treatment. Furthermore, they require little trained 
personnel or finene as it is a natural treatment method. The clean' water obtained 
at the end of the lagooning system can be used For cohtrolled irrigation. However, 
although it is frequently planned th have these ponds, the plans re not always 
inpmentrd. 	'-ios 	f 	-' 	 :r'-i - 	r-r. 	r' 	Ls 
.ijflLy o 	as''' 	•;ns. 'ny r 	out:iea in the 	area 	depend 	on 	the 
tourist 	industry 	for their income and it is therfore important that the coastline 
and beaches remain clean. The presence 	of 	faecal bacteria is used as an 
indicator of sewage pollution. 

Presence of feecal coliforrn (Escherichia ccli) 	and 	f'aecal streptococci 
(Streptococcus Paecaelis) in water and the sediment is a hazard to health as 
these organisms get ingested into the body of filter feeder organisms, bottom 
dwelling fish, prawns and bivalves and make them unfit For human consumption. 
They arise from human and non-human Feecal matter and constitute an 'indicator 
bacteria' group. The streptococcus distribution of E. ccli is more random but 
with slightly higher counts in water than in the sand. 

1 0 7 	East Africa 

There are 150 sewage treatment olants 	in 	Kenya 	but 	as population 
and 	industrial 	growth 	increases these are becoming insufficient. Kenya has 3 
large ccstal tourist industry and although cU the hcte)s have 	septic 	tanks 	or 
smell 	treatment 	plants 	the increase 	in 	their 	capacity 	has 	not 	been 
cornensurete with the expansion of the hotels. Septic tanks and soak pits are found 
on the mainland but most of the population uses pit latrines. The most serious 
domestic sewige problems are found at Nakuru, Mombasa and Nairobi. The Nairobi 
city sewage treatment plant is overloaded and partially treated effluent enters the 
Nairobi River which is a tributary of the Athi River. The 25 year-old sewage 
system in Mombesa discharges 1,200,C00 gallons per day of sewage into the Indian 
Ocean, BCZ being primary treated and 20 secondary treated. The wastes going into 
Mombasa Harbour are neutralized naturalLiy to some extent. 
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In Tanzania, wastes From Oar as 	&aam, Tanga, Zanz,bar, 1<tiw, 	Lirdi, 
Pemba, Mafia, 3agemsyo and Mtwara are all discharged di:et1y into the sea and 
harbour without treotment. (urasini Crqek also dumps sewage at two adjacent points 
to Dar as  Saiaam - rbour and "nce the area is begzrinjng to shcw signs of pollution. 
The Msiabazi Valley is heavily oollu'ed and is a hazard to tne hath of the 
residents of Dr as raleem. Sewage arid refuse treatment systems ara 2r:cti2ly 
ncn-exstant and often get bJ.ocked where they do exist. Septic taris are widely 
used ut t.'ese often get fcoded in the rainy season. n Somali, trthent is 
restrcted to the use cf seotic tanks but is atherwise not aoparent and solid waste 
is dumped anywhere. 

The sewage system in Mczambiue covers lC of the ocoulation and the 	rest 
use septic tanks or pit 	rir.es. Pit latrines are not very effective in the !crth as 
the 	water 	table 	is 	high and they become a source of pc'luticn as in cira. 
oth 'aouto and 9eira 	untretad oulets into the sea. Sdlld waste 	di.socsal 

is 	good 	in Maputo but the ceaches are po!iu:ed by thousands of tourists and 
townsoeople. Effluent prom the contra]. hosoita]. is delivered to the sewers without 
chlorination. 	sewage treatment plant is under planning in Lcurenc 42rques 9ay 
aut!et E2 in figs. 7r, fla. lb The krner bay values are mucw higher 

than the outer bay with CN and PC bavrig intermediate va½es due to sewage influx 
and clean water tidally entering the bay. C acts as a dilUtion pool between 
inner and outer bays. 2 of values jnsje 'e inner bay and at station EZ are 
greater than 2 mq/l, the ooint at which eutrophication is 	considered 	to 	begin. 
The more sewage there is the more etitroohication will occur end in the long 
run, the bay's production will decroase due to ariaercoic conditions of the bottcm 
layers. 

The Islands 

st of the poulatjn in auritius is concentrated 	in 	the industrial 
area at Part Louis and 11 aine Weihems hence major sewer systems discharge about 
5C!71/sec 15) into a lagoon on the west coast of the island near the harbour. 
There is rapid dispersal due to high wave action but seaweeds proliferate and 
the decay of these dense mats causes Foul odours. This excessive growth along 
with siltation has resulted in damage to benthic and coral ecosystns. Faccal 
coliform contamination is seen on the west coast but is at a minimal level as is 
the polluticn of the rivers. 

In !ri Lanka, raw sewage is dumped directly from 	olonbo into the Kelani 
iver without treatment and Plows direct 1 y into the sea. 

In Madagascar, sewage treatment is 3ractica3ly nan-existart lFmd 	municipal 
wastes from Tananrive and Nosy Se are merely dumped in the sea contribute to 
eutrophication in the region. Cffshore letrines on stilts at sea or on the river are 
common and the beaches and coast are cdlluted thereby jeocmrdizinq the tourist centre 
at Nosy 96. 

In the Seychelles, sewage, thauch mostly untreated, does 	not apear 	to 
have any adverse effects. There is some incidenta! pdlluttcn, For exmcle 
through the effects of blasting to lay a new pipe' me. Duacing of solid wastes at se 
is controlled and initially wS limited by a sea wa 1 . Out now, some dumping is 
done beyond the wall. Septic tanks and soskage Dits are in use although they are now 
scmewhat overloaded. 

In the Ccrnôros. pollution Prom municipa and domestic sources is not yet a 
problem. Pit latrines are in use but, as in ozanbique, the water table is hign 
and contamination of the water is 3 oosibility. 
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1C.L 	The East Asiatic Subcontinent 

Discs of Ulva fasciata delile were used to study 	algal growth in the 
waters of Visakhepatnam Harbour and gave results seen in P.gs. 7 2 a and b. 	The 
Southern Lighter Ch3nnel has high concentrations of untreated sewage and is toxic 
to 	the 	growth 	and survival of Ulva fasciata. Although the northern and Western 
arms are pc1uted, some increase in 	growth 	is 	noted due to 	increased 
presence 	of nutrints and the dilution of pollution by tidal currents. High 

DD and CD values as well as high phosphorous and nitrogen values are 
characteristic of the domestic sewage wastes and indicate a high incidence of organic 
pollution. 

The fact that Visakhapatrian Harbour is polluted is emphasized ,by 	the 
presence of apitella capitata found in large numbers (5,C/m) in the 
north, west and northwest arms of the harbour. C. capitata satisfies most of the 
criteria for an indicator species. They are high in density, other species 
are excluded, they are scavengers and they tolerate ]ow oxygen vlus. 
Visa¼hapatnm is subject to both domestic and industrial pollution in varying 
degrees. Meximum numbers of fauna are seen in the pol 1 ution free mangrove 
swarnos from December to March when salinity 	and 	temperature 	Values are fairly 
stable. Minimum numbers are found in the northwestern arm which is subject to 
heavy industrial pollution. Thermal blue-qree.n alg2e eg 4ostoc are round in the 
thermal effluent of the oil refinery and fertiliser plants. The Southern Lighter 
Channel is subject to heavy pollution but sti!l has a fair amount of funm. 

ir.5 	The West Asiatic Subcontinent 

The Cochin Backwater area is also substantially polluted by sewage. 	The 
effects of the outflow are dependent on the area they discharge at and the season in 
which it occurs. In the peak of the southwest monsoon, salinity is < 1%. A 
large tidal flaw and the current effect reduce the 	oxygen 	deficiency 	and 
temperaurcs lie between 25.1 and l.2!C at the surface and 24.6 and 1 1.18C at 
thi bottom. At low tide, axyoen values drop to ( C.C5 m'/l due '.0 the high level 
of organic matter decomposing in the area. The lowest oxygen values are found at 
the sewage canal outflow points. The highest H25 values are mg/i. There is 
some level of pollution at points 1,2 qnd 7 point 2 being the most depleted of fauna. 
Polychaate are Fairly toieran.' to sewage and are Found commonly in the area. 
However, crustacea and molluscs are ew in number or absent in the marginal and 
polluted regions. 

During september 197 - ugust 1975, 6 "dirty" ststions and 1 clean station 
were studied. High temperatures and rapid decomposition of organic wst du-ing the 
monsoon accelerated the pollution effect. DUC values varied with the sewage imput 
but BCD values varied with the stations and the tide. The oxygen cansumptin of 
bottom waters was 12-11 times higher in the polluted station than at the barmouth. 
BCD increased with the start of the prernonsoan and decreased with the monsoon in 
polluted areas. 

Decaying plant and animal matter contribute to pollution by increasing the 
suspended load in water and increasing H2S levels and BCD. 	Tbi5 	applies 
particularly 	with the African weed 	Salvinia molesta which are washed ashore 
in monsoon months and then proceed to decay through the post monsoon period. 	During 
late 	post-monsoon and pre-tnonsoon months, the weed pollution disappears. The 
fern Salvinia auriculata is also noted for this blanketing effect. This fcrms an 
important source of primary nutrition but also creates a new environment for certain 
invertebrates thereby changing the ecology of the region. 
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From: On the Growth and Survival of tjlva fasciata in the 

Polluted Waters of Visa-khapatnan Harbour 
T. 5REER1ULU, M. U. RAO & V. E. ?PE!LA (1977) 
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At the bottom of the polluted station, during low tide of the premonsoon, 
high suiphide concentrations were noted to a maximum value of 4.92 mg/l. 
Faunal cornnes±tion Was also noted and was the least affected at stotion 7 (see fig. 
fl. Stations 1 end 2 were the most polluted and had the 1est amount of 
fauna. Polycheata, a pollution tolerant group, were found iq all stations and 
were dominant in the polluted zone as they had Pew competitors. Tidal conditions 
and mansoonal inflow prevent the area from becoming polluted to the stage 
where polycheata cannot survive (see table 5A.). 

The Cochin Seach is among one of the most contaminated. Incidence 	of 
faecal. ocliform 	and 	faecal 	streptococci ns well as Pacca] coliform and facal 
streptococci ratios for this area may be seen in tables 55 and 5. Vith bcctari 
counts of mor 	hri '?O colonies per gram sand the health risk at Cochin beach is 
high. 	High SC'D5 	values 	recorded at Cochin correspond with the high bacterial. 
counts as do the hgh HZS values. Cherai Beach in particulat, 	along with 	other 
beaches, has faecal contamination. At Cherai, this contamination is considered 
to be of non-human origin (see table 57). In general, the beaches appear to be 
contaminated to a greater degree in the monsoon and post monsoon months at which time 
the salinity is lower and the conditions more conducive to bacterial survival 
but ocesionl high values have also been noted in pre-cnollsoon months. Usually, 
during late post-monsoon and pre-monsoon months, feecal poLli.tion is at a minimum 
or even absent. tt monsoon times the cuurents stir un the mud substratum and 
the sediment load is high. This too is thucht to correlate with the numbers 
of indicator bacteria. Ezhumals beach on the Kerala coast has received some tar 
and feecal pollution but it is neg!igeable and sporadic and the beach is considered 
safe and clean. --Or the same stretch of coast, species of Salmonela 	have 	been 

isolated in 2t least five beaches creating again, a health hazard, however, positive 
occurrence seems to be restricted to the sand and none appeared in the water. 
Many of the beaches along Kerala had faccal bacteria present as seen in table 5. 

In laieshwara 	reef 
	

at 	Veraval, 	Enteromorpha 	prolifere variation 
tubulosa 	has 	formed 	a 

	
1uuri.ant 	growth 	due to sewage outflow. From 

August-October 1966, the algae increased in growth. They were found to be 
richer in protein, soluble and insoluble ash, sodium, calcium, atassium, maanesium, 
ehlcride and suiphata and poorer in carbohydrates tha i those in non-polluted 
areas (see table 59). 

In Coa. higher concentrations of foraninifera 	are 	found 	in the 	Zuari 
estuary (6Ce-71Cr per sample) than in the Mandvi 7OC-6400) specimens per 
sampe s. In the lower reaches of both estuaries, numbers are lower duo to 
orgic Doliution effects. Sewage From the town of Panjim enters the Msndavi 
estuary and results in high organic carbon content. This leads to a lower species 
diversity with a daninance by the Ammonia beccarii group. - 

In Bombay, about 2000 million m 	of sewage 	are 	discharged along 	the 
beaches resulting in considerable oxygen depletion in the nearsbcre waters. 
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Fic.:r: 	33 	Sart1i.rc Ste 	Crc -Iin SackwaLar--  

—Stajion localiou map 	 - 

Table 54 : 	Distrthution of Some Bottom Fauna in the 
Cochi.n Backwaters 

- DIsTRIBuTIon QP BOTTOM FAA 	r $vEI F:xr SrAT1OS 

Station Naxnber ?o1ycbea Crtistacea Mollusca 

of 
observa- )iL. Maxi- Mean i- Maxi- Mean M- Maxi- Mea 

tons 

1 5 120 2240 620 0 300 60 0 60 12 
2 5 20 1980 440 0 30 16 20 40 16 
3 5 100 2200 980 1100 30360 8364 20 240 56 
4 5 60 4300 1052 0 40 16 0 60 	- 12 
5 5 30 6320 2356 20 120 32 20 40 15 
6 5 120 1120 644 60 100 32 0 0 0 
7 5 940 2800 1238 20 240 88 20 120 56 

From: Studies on Cr anic Carbon, Nitrogen and Phosphorus in 
Sediments of the Cochin Backwater 
V. N. sANKARANARAYANAtN & S. U. PANAMPUNNAYIL (1979) 
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Ta.1 	56 : 	Fac1 -o-form and Faeca. 5trep:occci Rio of Water and  
mud in Coc'.i Backwa.ers from June 1575 to May 197E, 

Mooth SL1UQO I SzAtion 2 SLaOE 3 StaLion 4 Smoot S Stauon 6 

W M W M W H W H W H W M. 
!915 

Junc 12_2' 21' 12' 10' 10.5' 1b 10' 2' 30' 4' 22' 0 
July 32' 1b — 0 3 2b 41 15b 0 — - 
Aug. 1 b 41 2' 5' 2' — 033b 

ScpL 133 b 1b 2' 1 6b 1j3b 2.5' 2a  

Oct 123b 0 11.5' 0 3.$ 1  0 2!' 1] 66' 0 341 0 
Nov. 1b oQ 08b 051 0 2' 1b 

I 1 b 0.Sb o.o6b 17b 0 45b b 063b 1b 17b 3.54 4* 

2976 
jam 	• b 06b 16' 0b 1 37b 0jb 07b 073b 032b 1 b 

Feb. 16b 0b 1 b 0jb 1 b 0 4b 13b 0 1 6b 083b 02b 

Max. 0b 03b 1•0b a3b 11 b 0 14 b 093b 06b 07b C).8 1  1.51, 066b 

Apr. 1.14" OSb 1 j7b 14 b 07b 027b 09 0 •47b 09b I.8b 2b 

MAY 07b 01b 06b — — 04b 0b — - — - 

a— human and b- 000-human 

From: Pollution in Cochin Backwaters with Reference to 
Indicator 3acteria 
P. S. GQRE 0. RAVENRAN & V. tJNNITHAN 	(1979) 
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Tab 	57 	3ccrenC 	fre 	.ac:er 	:r. Cneri Eie:. 

- OCCURRX-4CZ OF t)tmxT BOTE1A IN Ciu. 	BEAcH DURING 

(Values Me average of 3 obscrva:ioris) 

Sand couotsg Water ouj 

CoIifors E. 	coi. Faecal 	FC/FS 	Citortrs 	E. coii Faecat 
StTCOtOCOCC) StreptOcacc 

7 2 $ 	 3 3 2 
11 3 8 	0-3' 	 7 nil 2 
17 4 9 	0-4' 	 15 2 3 
17 6 9 	06' 	 6 2 I 
19 8 4 	 2? 	 11 oil I 
19 4 3 	1 - 33t 	 ii oil 1 
is 6 3 ' 	2? 	 18 3 ail 
33 2 1 	1 . 10 nil I 

7 2 2 	0-5 	 16 niJ ail 

Nc,nhuan faecal poUuton. 
Huan iaecaJ poUuion. 

Average HydrograhiCa1 Parameters 

- AvEP.GE H'rRoawICAL PAzRs 

Month Teznp. (C Dis5oLved Salinity PH 
oxygen % 

Water Sand (J/1itre) 

Apr. 303 36 5-16 32-43 7-4 
May 306 378 6-61 33 73 
June 30-2 36 5-88 31-8 >7 
JuLy 27-5 38-2 6 24-1 >7 
Aug. 283 372 6-15 23-4 7-5 
Seat 301 40 7-03 30-81 7-5 
Oct. 29-5 32-3 6-6 31-09 7-4 
Nov. 29-7 31-7 6-73 32 - 03 75 
Dec. 305 37-6 6-34 28-6 7-4 

From; Observations on Faecal Contamination of 
Cheral 3aech in Kerala 
0. RAVEENDRAN, P * S. GORE & R. V. UNNITH.N 	(1978) 

0-5 

0.6ft  

3? 
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Ccc:e 	c Sa ori.a 	sorr 	e: - es 

2I rnau:r 
N1onh 	 Bcacb 	

HT 	MT 	LI 	 SafmoneJIa! 

iuJv 1 978 	 Vizhinjam 	 ----- 	 +~ 
I<o'aiam 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 

Shankurnugbam 
Quilon + 

+ + Neendakara 	 +4+ 
Aeppey 	 + + 
Calicut 	 + 
West HU1 	± 
Kappad 	± 
Mopa 	- + 
PayyambaIar 	- 

(Cannanore 
Vzhinjam 
Kovalam 	 - 

Sbanktrnugham 	- 

Quilon 	- 

Neodakara 	+ ~ 
Alleppey 	 ± + 
Caicut 	 + 
West flu! 	 - 

Kappad 	- 

Mooa 	++ 
Pavyambalam 	- 

(Can rlanore) 
MTMd lid:; 	LI-Low lid:; 
'-Pre:o; 	- 'ben. 

Au2ust 1978 

Sept:ber 197 

October 1978 

HT-High Tide; 
++- -Abutda:t; 

± 

+ 

+ 

+ 	+ 
— 	++ 

- + 

-Mmimum PTe5n 	--- McLim; 

From: Isiation and Significance of Salmonella Species from 
some Beaches of Kerala 	(1960) 

P. S - CORE, T. S. C. 1YER, 0. RAVF.ENDRPN & R. V. UNNITHAN 
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Tb 	59 	T: Eoc • 	S€ace o-  
rcr  

Aucr'..s: 

NO= Cr: 	: 

 row- .'. 

3.75 	5.55 21.53 26.35 

5.13 	7.3 •. 7.55 

12.38 	18.44 15.52 1.3.L 

57.12 	33.64 52.32 37.38 

1.03 	3.66 1.02 1.05 

20.51 	32.31 20.86 30.42 

2.31 	4.95 1.92 3.49 

3.53 	l0.3. 2.21 3.56 

3.36 	3.35 2.53 3.21 

1.53 	1.94 1.78 4.28 

2.24 	3.14 2.10 2.94 

2.08 	3.26 - - 

7.60 	8.83 7.53 10.37 

Cs.zuers 

Moisz'..ir 

Czude ?rot 

Carbohydzar_es 

Cr'.ide 

Soluble Ah 

IrISO1LJ.ble Ash 

Sodium 

Potassium 

C a.L c ium 

1agriesium 

Chloride 

Sulphate 

From: The Effect of 3ewa5e Po11tion on Entermarha 
prolifera 'aiaton tubulosa Growing Uider 
Natural iabitat 
A. TEWAI 	(1972) 
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Sewage can be used to aid squacuture as is done at some p.aces an the 
Indian coast!ine for exampie Kakdwip in west 2engal and in the Lake Vidyadhari 
region where major carp fingerlings .5-15 cm long. and 5-6 months old are grown 
using 	Calcutta 	sewage. 	Drganic wastes 	have 	a high qtnntity of suspended 
solids which are highly axidizable in nature. In aquocu'ture waters, 	suspensions 
can 	be oxidized by bacteria. in genera] the addition of heat or domestic wastes 
have been shown to change oligotrophic waters to nutrient-rich conditions. 	However, 
the addition of sewage can also have adverse effects, one of the major ones 
being p1anton number reductions. 	givers carrying insecticides may wash into 
estuaries, 	the 	princip' qrfl of quulur 	where, for example, the culture of 
shrimp may be affected. 	Ehellfish may keep their sheLls closed for awhile if they 
detect that the waters are toxic and often on opening again still Find the 
conditions lethal. Larvae and egcs may be destroyed by the addition of excess sewage. 
Respiratory and metabolic disruption are the usual cause of death and sometimes 
disease and parasitism may begin to appear on surviving specimens. 

Sewage systems in karachi, Pakistan are still 	inadequate. 	The 	city's 
drinking water supply is heavily polluted by untreated sewage and industial wastes. 
In the summer of 190, the consumption of these waters resulted in an outbreak 
of gastroenteritis which caused several deaths. The examination of the water 
revealed that virtually the whale of the city's supply of drinking water was 
contaminated by the bacteria E. coli. Effluent is carried From industrial and 
municipal sources via the Lyari River to the western backwaters of ?nora Channel. 
Some values of waste flowing to the sea from the Lyeri River are given in table 
6C. The various creeks, namely Korangi, Phitti and Gharo, all receive effluent, 
especially the former. 

11.0 	PLLUTION FR1 AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

11.1 	Introduction 

Hany countries in the Indian Dcean area are 	predominantly agricultural. 
Some of the main agricultural products are seen in table 61. These countries use 
appreciable quantities of insecticides, fertilizers and pesticides such as DOT, 
aldrin and endnin (see tables 62 and 63). They constitute an important source of 
pollution from factories and from drainage and run-off from land via the rivers to 
the sea. Being fairly stable and non-bideqradable they persist in the sea and 
often lead to soots of eutrophication. 

In developing countries, 	the 	use 	of argarto-chiorine pesticides 	in 
agriculture 	is inevitable in order to sustain a food supply for the expanding 
population. Demands for DDT in the agricultural and nti-cnalacial programmes 
of the tropical countries is unlikely to decrease in the near future. Total DDT 
concentrations in the Indian ocean seem to be higher than those in the other ocean 
areas excluding the North Pacific. Some values of DDT and HCH are seen in table 
64. 

11.2 	East Africa 

Tn Kenya the use of pesticides has increased 	IC 	fold 	since 1966. 	The 
effects of run-off from land is still noticed only in inland fresh water systems. 
The Athi River cernies pesticides and insecticide wastes collected from the 
extensive agricultural land in the Kiarabu district. 
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c 

:L:rde 52.46 53200.0 

Suira a 131.74 332O9. 

Suer.ded 

Toza 	Oissolved 

 

So' 

34.20 1_1 70.0 

i 	376.20 131070.0 

Organic Ma:ter 47.34 j55553 

?oriia.1 Ntrogeri 2.30 805.0 

1rod Nitrogen 0.05 18.9 

Tota.L Nitrogen 2.35 8225 

Aikalinity as Calcium Caroriate 115.74 40495.0 

Phcsphae 2.62 917.0 

Calcium as 3icar.bor.ate 162.00 56700.0 

Iron Oxide 5.14 17990 

Aluminium 0xi.e 1.36 476.0 

Magnesium Oxide 6.00 21000.0 

rsenic Oxide 1.40 490.0 

From: Suz-vey of the Polluted Lyair Piver and its Effects 
on the Arabia-n Sea 
A. A. BEG, N. 4AHNCOD & A. H. K C. YtSUPZAI (1975) 
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z: 2 

:e3s  
1.:er 

• 	.30.4 20.6 

55.5 - 

1855.3 477.3 

Kenya - - 

m.adagascar - - 

Maritius 69 

Mozarique 4.7 	- 2.0 

?aidstan 306.7 13_5 

Sri t..anka - - 

Tanznia 5.5 8.7 

gncus ?s.aes ?cas 

6.3 14.5 

42.9 6.7 15 

2437.0 635.0 319-a 

22.4 27.31 1.2 

5.0 0.7 2.3 

11.5 3.0 14.3 

5.7 2.9 1.6 

500.4 123.3 3.2 

47.0 7.9 31.5 

14.5 10.9 4.3 

rOrn: Qrii.ted Nations Statistical Yearbook (1977) 

Tab- 63 	 Aruz-1  an-4  Fut-.;re Use of 0' 
Lrl 	 (or.s oer annuJ 

Area Cotton ?roduci.n 
Countr.es 

Non-Cotton Producing 
Cuntris 

Other 
Countries 

Africa 	(present) 2.186 505 729 

Asia 	(resent) 5,563 410 1 1 523 

Afric3 	(future) 13,100 1 1 110 1,410 

Asia 	(future) 33,500 905 3.350 
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r 	:-':hc-- 	 •r-: 

• 	I 

8ev c 58 03: 10 7•  

02 86 0., 10 '76 0.0 

7 	20 92 2-1 13 7 C.0 0.60 

rier. 5e 	 2 	3 66 53 12 '79 0.16- 

U Cl 62 58 11 '73 0.1 

S 	5S 64 C.E 11 '76 3.06 

-3 

Bay of BenaJ. S 36'I 87 12z,  10 76 3.17 0.37 

9 17 90 27 10 1 76 0.15 0.95 

7 08 94 05 10 1 76 0.15 0.20 

6 16 95 12 10 1 76 0.27 0.36 

6 03 90 31 12 '76 0.16 0.16 

5 55 81 23 12 '76 0.22 0.14 

.rian Sea 23 04 65 15 II 76 0.40 2.2 

20 53 64 19 11 1 75 0.24 2.1 

19 29 64 13 U '76 0.20 2.5 

11 43 63 56 11 '76 0.15 3.81 

6 08 64 05 U. "76 0,09 0.92 

1 36 64 00 11 '76 0.10 0.24 

3 05'S 64 33'! 11 '76 0.13 0.18 

4 12'S 66 12': II '76 0.16 0.28 

Zastern Aa.bian 21 10W 68 25'! 12 '76 10.90 2.0 
Sea 

18 50 70 26 12 '76 1.3 9.1 

14 55 72 03 12 '76 1.1 10-1 

10 45 75 19 12 '76 0.93 6.6 

From: C1o:tated Hvdzocarbons j -  the Ncrt.fl Pacific 

and I.idian Oceans. 
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Tanzania's economy is largly deendant on agriculture of which 	coffee. 
sisal and cotton ore predominant. In larizania and Somalia, pesticides are used 
ireasingly for can Fields but again effects are not very noticeable and if so 
only in the iriland watsrs. Some metabolic residues of cooper fungicides used for 
the prevention of coffee leaf rust may be aoparen'. 

In 'azembique, the Ir'.ccmati, 	oputo and Umbeluzi rivers carry 	iar;e 
quantities of phosphorous into the Louranco Marques Bay causing spots of Localized 
eutrcchictiøn. Of Mogadishu, in Somalia, a large scale fish '<ill was obsarved in 
1972 caused by 2 red tide. But the problem is usually 'ery locaLized. 

11. 	The Islands 

In Madagascar, about 2C,CCC tames per annum of about 5C ccmpcunds 	of 
pesticides 	particularly 	CDI, 	HCH, phosphoric and sulphuric compounds are used 
for agricultural purposes as an the sugar-cane Farms. CDT 	and 	endrin 	are 
used regul.arly far spraythg houses against insects. 

In Mauritius, some pollution problems 	are 	acoarent 	From pesticides 
used in sugar plantations. In 1977, 1160 tames of pesticides were being usd, 
increasing the concern about pollution due to them draining into the sea via ths 
rivers. 

In he Seychelles. agriculture is at a minimum and hence pollutiori from 
Pertilisers is absent.. However disease control is fairly estnive and pesticides 
and insecticides are used freely. Their effect is minimal so far with very 
small amounts being Found, for example, in mussels. 

L-1.4 	The Asiatic Subcontinent 

Already large amounts of HCH are being consumed in India. 	Soma studies 
of DOT content in zcaplankton have been made ofT Bombay. Variations in 
concentrations of phasphate, nitrates and oxygen from waters off cmby are seen in 
table 65. Similarly, distribution of total phosphorous, total nitrogen and 
organic carbon in Cochini Backwaters are seen in fig. 34. 

In 	ugust 197C, a survey 	in 	West 	9enqal 	showed 	that 	the 
organa-phaphorous pesticides DOVP phosphamidan and parathion, killed rarly fish from 
Punarbbava River and west Oinojpur. The gill tissue, alimentary tract, Liver and 
brain of the exposed carp and catfish were Pound to be severely damaged. These are a 
coirrnercially important Fish and thus a direct hazard to man too. ileavy rains 
result in heavier run-off From land and hence larger quantities of ehemicLs 
reach the sea. 	Totermittant fish mortality is asscciatd with the Fertiliser 
factory at Velsao in Cam, India. The effluent 	is nitrogenous with arsenic 
compounds (see 	table 66). The farmer is toxic due to the presence of ammonia 
and the latter is considered to be a cumulative poison. Some eutrophication is 
already apparent which could lead to low oxygen content and asphyxiation. 

. fertilizer plant at Manali discharges effluent 	around 	the Ennore 
Backwaters which has important migratory fish, oyster, muasel and prawn grounds. 
250-5CC pob oil, chromium, arwnania, hydrogen suiphide, phosphates and 
SUlDhuric acid are amongst the wastes discharged. AFter treatment most of the 
oil been rernovd qnd only ammonia and phosphate are still present. The 
treated effluent is harmless to fish but has 3 nutritive effect. Bottom fauna is 
Found in abundance and eutrophication Leads to presence of the blue-greens 
microcystis, spirulina and oscillatorta in the fertilizer wastes, and diatoms, 
cyclatella, nttzchia and rivicula in the oil refinery wast. The z000lanton 
present are mainly calancid copepods with occasional cnysis apoemrng. 
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Tabie 65 	Vab.at..ons 	Some Chemical Corsituer.ts r1 

Waters of 3ornav 

De Dth 
) 

s 
/oo 

0 2 	O 
mi/i saluration%  

PO-P NO 	-N NO-N pH 

29-1-74 1 35.52 4.52 95 0.0 2.06 0.54 - 

5 35.52 4.91 103 0.88 2.21 0.59 - 

10 35.53 4.62 97 0.80 1.24 0.46 - 

20 35.52 5.42 115 1.30 2.28 0.32 - 

5-2-74 1 35.34 4.49 95 0.51 2.17 0.44 - 

5 35.33 4.42 93 0.70 2.13 0.44 - 

1') 35.23 4.47 95 0.70 2.54 0. - 

18 35.30 4.46 94 0.57 1.15 0.66 - 

1-3-74 1 35.45 5.02 109 0.38 1.72 0.46 - 

5 35.43 5.00 106 0.32 1.34 0,48 - 

10 35.43 4.71 100 0.63 2.44 0.64 - 

15 35.43- 4.70 100 0.82 	' 2.38 0.57 
20 35.45 4.74 101 0.57 1.97 0.31 - 

16-3-74 1 	, 35.31 4,98 109 2.43 2.02 0.31 8.52 
5 35.31 ,  4.86 106 2.43 1.66 0.22 8.58 

10 35.39 4.52 98 2.56 3.17 0.59 8.55 
15 35.38 4.73 102 2.73 3.33 0.68 8.53 
20 . 	35.38 4.92 107 2.43 4.06 0.79 8.50 

I 	3574 1 35.43 3.78 83 0.94 1.24 0.47 8.17 
5 35.50 3.64 80 1.17 1.46 0.29 8.16 

10 35.40 3.64 80 1.17 1.71 0.25 8.19 
13 35.41 3.80 83 1.28 1.97 0.38 8.19 

By courtesy of Naval Physical & Ocanoraphic L.aboraLury, Cochtn 

'rom: Pollution Studies off Bombay 
R. SZN tYPTA & V. N. SKARAMARAYAAN (1974) 
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ri VeLsao 3ay, Goa 

Nrier.s 
	 Maxin 	 No ra 1 

N 

Ni t. te s 

?osiates 

itrates 

rseni 

2.90  

2.50 

0.05 

2.40 

3.00 

174. 00 

42.79 

26.64  

271.00 

583.20 

- 

00 

1.100 

2.100 

1.00 - 42.00 

Front: C.eticai Cha.acterist2.cs of the 7MShore  Waters in 
Velsao 3ay, Cca. 
S. Y. S. SINAL S. P. FONDEX.0 & C. V. G. REEDY 

1976) 
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Periodic phytaplankton blooms are reported in the waters 	of Visahapatnam 
1- arbour. 	These 	are 	dominated by the centric diatom, Skeletonecna costatum. The 
bloom uSu2lly lasts for 12-15 days with 	8 peak 	abundance 	within 	5-10 	days. 
stericnelta, 	Chaetoceros 	and Ccscincdiscus 	are 	amongst 	the other species 
observed at densities which often exceed IC,CCC ce11s/m1. n the lth october, 19 
as many as 60,71  cells/el were seen, with 99.6 being S. 	costatum. These b 1 ccrns 
are thought to be a result of high concentrations of nitrite, nitrate and 	innonia. 
enecally, crcentratians of nitrogen and phospharous decreased as the 
phytpinktcn standing crop increased whereas the nutrient 1.evls were htgh when 
phytoplanktan numbers were law. 

The bulk of the nutrient source entering 	the harbour 	comes from 	the 
nearby fertiliser factory and domestic wsfts. High values of dissolved oxygen are 
noted during periods of phytaplankton 	blooms with 	super-saturation 	at 	the 
surface 	indicative 	of increased chotosynthetic activity. rnadequate flushing of 
the harbour waters promotes optimum ccnditians For bloom growth. Peak blooms 
occur in calm weather with increased sunshine and reduced fresh water infow. 
Following low sunshine and heavy rainfall, bloom cel numbers appesr to decrease. 
Phytalanktcn blooms have also been noted in the area from high phosobate 
values of 13.62 and 12.5 pomp high pi values, high rhioroohyll and defieciency in 
oxygen ieading to eutrophication. 

Padstan imports 5CC tcnnes DOT per year as well as several hundred tonnes 
or chlorinated pesticides such as a!drin and die 1 drin which are widely used 
thraugout the country. in 16, in Xahat in northernPakistan, a faulty batch 
F melathicn containing higcr quantities of iso-malathion than ncrnal was t h e 

cause of the intoxication of over ZCCD sprayers 7  of whom died. This batch was 6CC 
times more toxic than the normal malathion and potentially very harmful to 
freshwater and marine populations. 

lZ.0 	RAD!CACTTVE P'JLLUTICN 

As nuclear research increases so will the emunts 	of raicnucleaids 
being released into the ocean. with their long residence times they will 
remain cofltamir!1t9 for rnrmy years. Nuclear research is not very evident in the 
countries of the Cast African Coast. 

Some radioactive substances are discharged from the Karachi N!uclear Power 
Plant located on the west coast of Karichi Harbour near Paradise Poir.t f  Hawks Bay 
but so Par these remain within the aermissible level and no contamination has 
been noted in the fauna and flora of the region. 
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In India, radioactive pollution has become a major concern recently 	with 
the 	number 	of nuclear power stations being built constantly increasing. Values 
for the radionuclides around the coast of India are seen in table 6. The olants at 
Tarepur and Trornbay are of primary ConCern (see fig. 	5). 	some 	values 	of 
various radionucl!des 	fourd 	in the seas are listed in tables 62, 69 and 7C. 
Trombay Research Station is situated near 2ombay while Tarapur is found iCC 	km 
further north. This area is very rich in fauna. The research station at Trombay has 
four reactors, 	thorium 	arid uranium plants, 	an 	irradiated 	fuel processing 

• plant, metallurgy and engineering labs, isotope production facilities and other 
research labs. C.14 million litres of radioactive effluent are discharced every 
day. The 42C e genertcr needs 295C million litres a day for cooling. The 
outgoing temperature is 7-10 warner than the incoming. In the immedizte vicinity of 
the outflow the increased tenperature leads to an oxyn deficiency due to the 
increased oxidation rate of orgnic matter. The solubility of the oxygen 	is 	also 
reduced. 	The increased temperature has a mild effect causing peaks of zooplankton 
in December and March and dominance by siphonophores, copepod and decapod 
larvae. The pipe length is such that the water has time to cool aff a littl.e before 
it reaches the sea. 

The bottom sediments shai a high pick up of 	Cesium 	]J, Cerium 	144 
and Rubidium l06. Fish tissue is found contaminaed with Cesium and Strontium but at 
e lower leveL Non benthic crab Scyella serrata picLs up cesium, cerium and 
rubidium and non benthic catfish anus species pick only cesium. Examples of values 
in both sediment and faunal tissue are seen in tabls 71 and 2. oysters are found 
to accumulate zinc 65, iron 59, cesium 117,  cerium 144, 1l, rubidium 295, silver 
11, cobalt 6C, manganese 5, plutonium 32, niobium IlO and tin 112, ll the 
latter two being from zirconium 2 and A alloy used in structural metal and selenium 

• 	74, 75. 

14.0 	SILTATION ANO EROSION 

The effects of siltation are apparent in most of 	the countries of 
the 	Indian 	nicean.  Siltation begins by erosion of topsoils in inland ares. 
This usually follows periods of heavy rainfall when the rivers often overflow 
and water runs overland carrying soil with it to the sea. The effects are greater 
when rains follow a long dry spell during which the soil has already been 
1oseried. Intensive grazing by livestock and a poor choice in crops can also lead 
to erosion. Erosion of the coastal areas by heavy wave action cfer leeds to the 
destruction of tourist beaches and leaves them covered Only with pebbles. !castal 
reefs can act as a barrier against erosion of the beaches by waves. 

The retreat of the coastline is a probiem arisiro 	from erosion 	and 
siltation 	is an important way of counteracting this. However, siltation results 
in an increased amount of nutrients entering the sea which leads to 
excessive algal growth, damage to coral reefs, particularly by smothering then, and 
adverse affects on the coastal nursery grounds. 

Some of the major rivers draining into the Indian 	Ocean 	are 	the 
Athi/Galana, lana, Ganges, Bramaputra, Irrawaddy, Indus, Kelani, Ruvumu, 3uba, 
Rufiji, Zambesi and Lipopo. 1lhere these 	discharge, large 	zones 	of 	turbid 
waters 	are 	usually seen. The lndin Ocean receives 3botit 1,0C million tomes of 
suspended sediment per annum about haf of which is a direct result of river input. 
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Tab'e 7i~lad -, un 	in Some oaszi Areas of,  India 

	

Cika - 	 - 

	

Bombay \ 	 /cpa.pur-cn-ea 

	

Goa 
	 V . zag 

adras 

Cochin \ 

T ri vardr'.n 	e Comor'i 

Ser!al 140. StaUon Location R2dum Con tent 	Remark3 
X 10-16 glini  

I Goa arabian Sea 0.32 
2 Barbay  1.5 
3 Cothin .. 2.5 	Monazite 	ranc1 

Beacb 
4 Trlvandrum .. 3.2 
5 Cape Comarin Indian Ccean 2.0 
6 Madras Bay of BengaL  1.5 
7 Waltalr ,, 2.0 
3 Gopalpur-on-Sea 0.86 
9 Purl 0.94 

10 Chilka 1.1 
Li •Dlgha 1.1 
12 Haldla ,. 3.0 	Ganges estuar7 
i3 akdwip 4.6 

Froii: P.adiun Content in Sea water along the In.an Coast 

S. D . C!ATI'ERJEE & P. 	L'EPJt 	(197 ) 
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From: intertidal Ecology of 	e Sea Shore near 
Taraur Atomic Power Station. 
H. C. BAZAS 	(1975) 

Ta!e 69 	Va1es of Radioactive Substances Four. 
in Some Se:es of Tufla 

Secies pCt wet wt. 
137 

Cs 

pci 	wt. 
C 137 

s 

Wt. 	of 	fisll 

g. 

riCi wet wt. 
40 

Albacore Tuna 9.6 	1.4 33.1 	- 	5 17 2.39-0.08 

Albacore Tuna 3.2 - 	1.2 33.2 	- 	5 17 

3igeye Thna 9.9 - 1.0 33.6 	- 	3.4 14 2.7-0.1 

3igeye Tuna 8.9 - 	1.1 34.3 	- 	7.0 14 2.8-0.6 

Yellcwfin Tuna 5.0 	- 	1.2 19.5 	- 	4.6 11. 3.8-0.3 

Adapzed from: Cesiuii 137 and Potassium 40 in the Flesh of 
fish of the Indian Ocean and the Straits of 
1a!acca. 
S. G. LOWE 	(1979) 
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Tab1 70 	 £ler'sr: Co era cris 
Sectec 5ec.es c 

i:rocrams atorri/o wet we.cht 

Species Pczass Macnesiurn 	Ca1ciun 5trontn 

115.50 7.32 74.00 i0.0:1 

Lobster 133.20 14.82 90.00 0.040 

Pomfret 115.00 6.34 23.00 - 

Catfish 114.00 0.29 3.50 0.012 

Bombay Duck 95.50 13.94 85.00 0.018 

Flat Fish 99.50 13.77 209.00 - 

Koth Fish 99.50 37.00 225.00 - 

Sea Water 10.33 53.60 9.60 0.042 

Fram Radioactive and Stable Zlement Distribution in 
Marine Biospheres off Tarapur Coast. 
T. F. SARMA, S. M. SHkH, V. N. SASTR, 
T. M. KRI5HNAMOCRTEY C. K. UNNI, S. S - 000AT!, 
C. R. DOSHI & S. R. RAO 	(1973) 
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Ta.o 1 	71 : 	JaleS of Some Racces i.:. 

Coac! aine Orgasms 

ACCMuLA -rOx OF RACION"'C-111DES .N COASTAL 
QFC-AYISMS RO AF.ZAS CLOSE, TO SC:-LCE LGCA -rCc 

rai 

Ct, SLi Flegn (. 3. 2 = NO samoic ii 

shel! Z5. 58 ND ND rna1i 

4.4 2.i0 

gone - IS. 52 - 0. 0005 

IIIA 	;err.112 Flain U. I 1.3 7. i - 
3ie11 	 ,Cne 05.3 54. 7 ND 0. 0033 

3, NO 

I]. 53 S. U 5.3 0. 0139 Cam2minaucn icm 
dtneflC stiso=ted 

Th1l S.0 ND ND .0017 

Mackerel Flesh 9.323 ND 

30tle - - - 0.0025 

NO 2L4 ND 0.0004 

3one ND 62-S ND 0.0060 

Cut 230.5 762 13.7 0.0023 

Attsp Oone ND 40.1 NO 0.024 

Form: Determination of fl.utonium ii the Marine. Erwironznent 
X. C. ILLAI 	(1975) 

• 72 : 	Values of Some Radionuclides in Sottom Sediments 
ACCtJMtJL.ATON OF 06 Ru, 7 Cs A 	Ce N 3OTTO pq 

51)L1NTS AT DLSCHARCE LOCATION 

Wca.tlon 
 iS Ru II Ci 

(ci/ 	(thy)) 

Ce 

1 116.5 129.3 

2 59.1 59.3 22L9 

I 177.5 296.2' 508.3 

4 59. 1 316.1 255.4 

5 - ISSLO 313.1 
5 3.7 135.7 - 
7 125.4 
S - 139.3 391.3 
0 37.6 105.2 193.5 

62.4 20 
 

149. 1 309. 
1]. 69.0 122.3 234.5 

From: Radiourethenium in Ccastal Waters 
K. C. PILIAI & N. N. DE? 	(1975) 
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Sedimentary accumulations are higher 	off 	the 	Asiatic subcontinent 
than 	those found off the East African coast. The submarine cones ofthe Indus 
and Gange 	rivers have, respectively, sediment volumes of 2.12 x 1C/1 m and 7.29 

le/lm 	whereas the basin off Africa has a sedimentary volume of about 4.1 x 

The building of dams across naturally 	flowing 	rivers decreases 	the 
rate 	of 	flow, 	reduces nutrient concentraticns in estuaries and coastal waters 
and decreases the number of plankton bloans and fish landings. 

1.0 	oNCLLJ5rON 

Pollution problems in the Indian Ocean have not yet reached the magnitude 
of those found in regions such as the Mediterranean and the Baltic which are 
bordered by industrialized countries. The East African Coøst, in particular, is 
still relatively free from pollution. 4owever, the coastal areas of the Asiatic 
subcontinent are beginning to show signs of deterioration. This is especially true 
in the vicinity of coastal industrial sites and towns such as Karachi, Calcutta and 
Bombay. 

At present there is a lack of information on pollution problems 	in 
the 	region. 	any of the institutes in the area concentrate their efforts on 
general research into marine science and development of fisheries. 

There are fw adequate or satisfactory methods for treatment and 	disposal 
- 	of 	effluent. 	Often, 	wastes are dunpd directly into rivers and seas causing 

damage to coastal marine ecosystems and resulting in hazards to human health. 

Research on the effects of pollution 	other 	than 	from industrial 
sources 	is still scarce. The countries of the area are primarily agricultural and 
it is therefore important to develop research on the problems of these 
forms of pollutants. Oil contamination from accidental and operational sources is 
2 growing threat to the coastal areas most of which are on key shipping lanes. The 
dumping of  untreated sewage directly into the sea has resulted in many bathing 
beaches being contaminated. 

Much of the information available 	in 	the 	area 	cones 	from research 
carried out by institutes in India particuiarly on the effects of thdustrial 
pollution in the country. Data is not available from the other large countries of the 
Indian subcontinent. However, data that has been collected often remains unused. 

The treatment of industrial and domestic wastes 	needs 	to 	be promoted 
throughout the countries of the region. There is therefore a need to develop 
monitoring programmes to assess sources, levels and effects of pollutants and also a 
need to implement progrartunes on pollution abatement and control. 
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